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Abstract
Extragalactic giant H II regions (EGHRs) are sites of active, concentrated star formation
on manageable scales, and thus provide ideal labs to analyze starburst phenomena. To get
a complete picture of the starburst phenomenon, the critical characteristics we must in-
vestigate include star formation history and the interplay between massive stars and the
interstellar matter. For starbursts in giant H II regions, a key issue is whether a tight cluster
is formed and later becomes a globular cluster or distributed OB associations are formed
and later disperse. In addition, the types of environments that can produce very luminous
giant H II regions are not well understood. The high resolution and sensitivity of the Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST ) are ideal for detailed studies of EGHRs. We have searched the
Hubble Legacy Archives (HLA) and found > 10 nearby galaxies within 20 Mpc, imaged in
Hα and multi-band continuum. To determine the best methods for analyzing these data,
we perform an in-depth analysis of the ten most luminous H II regions in M51, five of which
are bonafide EGHRs with Hα luminosities > 1039 ergs s−1. We use the Hα image to study
the distribution and physical structure of the gas in each H II region and determine its Hα
luminosity and required ionizing flux. We use the continuum images to determine whether
massive, super star clusters (SSCs) are found in these H II regions, and use photometric
measurements to determine the mass and age spread of the resolved stellar population. The
stellar properties are then compared with the interstellar structures. The results help us
lay the groundwork for studying EGHRs in multiple galaxies and elucidate the starburst
phenomenon by investigating the role environment plays in the formation of EGHRs, the
star formation history in an EGHR, and the evolution of EGHRs.
ii
In M51, the top 40 H II regions have Hα luminosities > 1038 erg s−1, indicative of global,
disk-wide star formation. Among the five bonafide EGHRs, four are powered by at least
two clusters each with masses > 104 M. We find observational evidence in EGHRs of star
formation that is triggered sequentially, via spiral density waves, and through the interaction
of the dwarf galaxy NGC 5195, but require follow-up observations of ionized gas movements
via optical spectroscopy for further confirmation.
We port this analysis to nearby barred spiral galaxy M83 to perform an in-depth analysis of
its top 3 H II regions ranked by Hα luminosity. We find less luminous H II regions than in
M51 with correspondingly fewer massive powering clusters. The H II regions in M83 are also
proportionally closer on average to the galactic center than the H II regions in M51. While
the galactic bar in M83 may play a role in dissociating molecular clouds and clusters that are
capable of producing EGHRs, the larger size of M51 and the interaction of M51 with NGC
5195 together likely spearhead the differences in bright H II regions between these galaxies;
adding more H II regions from other HLA galaxies will help test this prediction.
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This thesis is dedicated to my mom, Eileen K. Evans.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Unravelling the conditions under which stars form is the crux of our understanding of galaxy
formation and evolution. The importance of star formation spans many astronomical disci-
plines: high redshift galaxies are probed by their distance-attenuated stellar light; galactic
dynamics are estimated, in part, by stellar dynamics; we infer properties of nearby galaxies
via photometry and spectroscopy of their populous star-forming regions. In galactic merg-
ers, stars can form in super star clusters (SSCs) (Whitmore & Schweizer, 1995) and produce
giant H II regions, though the mechanisms behind their formation are poorly understood;
star formation in merger environments may elucidate whether red and dead galaxies are
produced primarily via dramatic interactions. Ideally, all stars and clusters in a galaxy can
be observed and analyzed to discern their formation and evolution mechanisms, but this is
unrealistic. Extragalactic H II regions encapsulate many aspects of star formation physics
in galaxies in a localized manner, and are therefore excellent platforms for investigating the
environments in which stars form and the effects of their energy feedback.
H II regions are formed via young massive stars that produce energetic UV radiation
capable of ionizing surrounding hydrogen gas, which recombines and spontaneously cascades
down to the ground state. In this cascade, a series of recombination lines are emitted, the
strongest of which is the H II line at 656.3 nm emitted by the transition from the quantum
energy levels n = 3 to n = 2. For optically thick gas at 104 K, the integrated Hα line
produced, or the Hα luminosity, is directly related to the hydrogen-ionizing photons emitted
by the star per second Q(H0):
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L(Hα) = 1.37× 10−12Q(H0) ergs s−1, (1.1)
and is therefore a tracer of recent massive star formation and ionized gas. Q(H0) predicts
the energy budget required of stars in an H II region. Together, the extent of ionized gas
as traced by Hα and the progenitor stellar source comprise an H II region. In addition
to the ionization of hydrogen by a massive star, the physics of H II regions is governed
by the interplay of ionized and neutral species, dust, and metal excitation and provide an
excellent opportunity to study star formation environments and, via their energy feedback
mechanisms, their environmental impact. In order to understand complex giant H II regions
that host starburst events, we first must understand the simplest case of an H II region, a
Stro¨mgren Sphere.
1.1 Models for the Physics of H II Regions
The simplest H II region is one produced by a single massive star in a purely hydrogen
nebula, where the photoionization rate of hydrogen is only dependent on the stellar flux, the
number density of hydrogen, and the photoionization cross section. Conversely, the rate for
hydrogen recombination depends on the number densities of protons and electrons (equal in
an ionized hydrogen nebula) and the recombination coefficient.
Close to the star, where ionizing radiation flux emitted by the star is highest, photoion-
ization dominates. The ionization front through surrounding neutral material continues
until some distance away where the loss of ionizing photons equivalates the photoionization
rate and the recombination rate, a distance called the Stro¨mgren Radius (Stro¨mgren, 1939).
Within the Stro¨mgren Radius, the fraction of neutral hydrogen 1 and the ionizing photons
diffuse through the region until interacting with remaining neutral hydrogen. For optically
thick nebulae where no ionizing photons escape, the diffuse ionizing photons produced via
recombinations directly to the ground state are approximated to photoionize local neutral
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hydrogen “on the spot”.
Approaching the Stro¨mgren Radius, the reduction of ionizing flux due to ionization of
the neutral medium leads to an increase in nH ; the presence of nH decreases the mean free
path lmfp =
1
nHσ
of any remaining ionizing photons to much less than the size of the H II
region. As a result, the Hα surface brightness emitted by a Stro¨mgren Sphere sharply drops
off at the Stro¨mgren Radius.
The electrons released by photoionization of hydrogen obtain a kinetic energy equal to the
original energy of the ionizing photon minus the ionization energy of 13.6 eV. The electrons
interact quickly with other charged particles due to their fast velocities combined with the
large electron-electron and electron-proton collision cross-sections. As a result, electrons
transfer energy via elastic collisions and quickly thermalize into a Maxwellian plasma before
they are recombined with protons. Photoionization-injected electrons are the primary source
of heating in H II regions.
Several agents are responsible for cooling the H II region plasma. In addition to transmit-
ting heat throughout the nebular constituents, thermalized electrons release free-free emis-
sion, or thermal bremstrahhlung, via their interactions with protons. The high-frequency
portion of the bremstrahhlung spectrum can escape and cool the nebula. Photons emitted
via the hydrogen recombination cascade have insufficient energy for photoionization and can
escape the region. Free-free and diffuse emission from recombinations are insufficient at cool-
ing H II regions to the observed ≈ 104 K temperatures and require de-excitation of metals
via forbidden transitions (Hjellming, 1966). In a metal-rich nebula, thermal electrons collide
with and impart energy via excitation of metal species, namely carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen,
which radiatively de-excite forbidden transition photons that escape the nebula. Hydrogen
and helium recombination, along with these forbidden cooling transitions of metals, give H II
regions their signature optical spectra.
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1.2 Observational Tracers of H II Region Properties
In addition to the characterstic H II line, H II regions emit observational signatures in
multiple wavelengths that probe H II region characteristics, including the Balmer series from
hydrogen recombination and forbidden transitions of metals. These bright optical emission
lines from recombination and forbidden transitions are observable at great distances, and
can be used to estimate metallicity in other galaxies (McCall et al., 1985; Zaritsky et al.,
1994).
H II regions’ metal forbidden lines are produced by atoms excited by collisions with
electrons, so it follows that forbidden line strengths can be used to probe important charac-
teristics of H II regions including electron temperature and density. In particular, line ratios
of [O III] and [O II] with Hβ can be used to probe temperatures in nebulae (Peimbert, 1967;
Pagel et al., 1979; McGaugh, 1991), and the extent of excitation in a nebulae is determined
by comparing the degree of ionization of oxygen via [O III] and [O II]. [S II] and [O II]
estimate density as probed by collisional de-excitation (Canto et al., 1980).
Outside of the optical spectrum, the electron plasma within the predominantly ionized
Stro¨mgren Radius radiates thermal bremstrahhlung continuum in the radio, which can be
used to infer the emission measure (EM):
EM =
∫
los
nenpds, (1.2)
directly related to the number density of free electrons in the plasma. As outlined above,
free electrons play an important role in the physics in H II regions. An active star forming
region comprised of many massive stars will result in larger emission measure estimates due
to the increase in photoionization.
The Stro¨mgren Sphere model considers the nebulae around a single, massive star; how-
ever, stars often form as binary systems (Heintz, 1969), and develop in star clusters (Lada
& Lada, 2003). In galaxies, clusters and massive stars can produce giant H II regions, which
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are visible on a galactic scale (Kennicutt, 1988), and help probe the conditions for starbursts
that may be partly responsible for the departure from the idealized Stro¨mgren case. In the
following, we review the literature of extragalactic giant H II regions.
1.3 Starbursts in EGHRs
Starbursts are periods of enhanced star formation that typically occur in late-type galaxies
and are thought to be triggered through mechanisms such as galactic mergers, large-scale den-
sity wave shocks, or cloud-cloud collisions. On smaller scales, starbursts take the form of ex-
tragalactic giant H II regions (EGHRs) which manifest as prominent features in galaxies and
are connected to many types of stellar associations, producing energy feedback that has im-
portant consequences to their host galaxies and the surrounding interstellar medium (ISM).
EGHRs have been extensively probed as tracers of the starburst phenomenon. EGHRs are
termed “giant” as a result of their high Hα luminosities, exceeding > 1039 erg s−1.
Historically, EGHRs have primarily been studied via their Hα luminosities and the overall
structure of ionized gas due to limitations in ground-based observations (Kennicutt, 1984,
1988; Kennicutt et al., 1989; Rand, 1992). In one of the first extragalactic H II region census
studies, Kennicutt (1988) measured the Hα luminosities and sizes of the three brightest
H II regions in each of 81 spiral galaxies, finding luminosity variations over several orders of
magnitude that correlate with galaxy type. These large variations in luminosity accompany
complexities in gas structure noticeable even at arcsec resolutions. Kennicutt (1984) classified
extragalactic H II regions into six categories: (1) classical H II regions, (2) high surface
brightness giant H II regions, (3) diffuse giant H II regions, (4) shells, (5) supergiant H II
regions, and (6) multiple H II region complexes. Aside from resolution issues that may
blend neighboring H II regions, the physical significance of these classifications may stem
from different evolutionary stages and/or different H II region formation mechanisms. While
giant H II regions were discovered long ago, the questions of how they form, which stellar
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populations typically power them, and how they evolve remain open.
1.4 Modes of EGHR Formation
Several models have been suggested to explain the propagation of star formation in H II
regions, including those regions that go on to be classified as giant. The key ingredient
to multi-star formation is the triggering of overdensities in molecular gas clouds to form
clumps exceeding the Jeans limit. One theory considers the energy feedback of previous
stellar generations, as in the collect-and-collapse scenario (Elmegreen & Lada, 1977). In
collect-and-collapse, expanding stellar wind shocks and ionizing radiation from massive stars
collect surrounding gas to form overdensities, which collapse to form new generations of
stars. Computational modelling bolsters this theory, where Palousˇ et al. (2014) determined
that swept up gas from prior generations of star formation via supernovae, strong winds, or
hot gas pressure enable UV shielding from ionization and thus, condensation towards the
Jeans limit.
For a giant H II region formed via collect-and-collapse, multiple generations of stars
should be in residence. Di Cecco et al. (2015) detect Class 0 and Class 1 YSOs surrounding
the NGC 3603 super star cluster, evidence of new star formation triggered by the existing
cluster in our Galaxy. In the nearby (∼ 50 kpc) EGHR 30 Doradus in the Large Magel-
lanic Clouds (LMC), multiple generations and multiple clusters of stars have been observed,
namely Hodge 301 and the younger, central cluster R136 (Sabbi et al., 2012; Grebel & Chu,
2000). More recent star formation has also been detected; Walborn et al. (1999) use NIC-
MOS measurements in IR to reveal stars younger than R136 in and around the filaments of
30 Dor, potentially triggered by R136 stellar energy feedback. Also in the LMC, Parker et al.
(1992) measure the spectral types of young, massive stars in the giant H II region complex
N11 and find very young stars in LH 10, an OB association in which star formation may
have been triggered by the superbubble of LH 9, a nearby older OB association. The initial
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mass function (IMF) slope of LH 10 stars differs from LH 9, which may signal contrasting
modes of star formtaion (quiescent vs. triggered) and metallicity enrichment from a previous
generation.
In other galaxies, evidence mounts for multiple stellar generations in giant H II regions
that are inferred through multi-wavelength observations. Garc´ıa-Vargas et al. (1997) unveiled
such populations in NGC 7714 giant H II regions via modelling of nebular line emission.
Through these models, they determined the best fit spectral energy distribution (SED) of
the ionizing content to estimate star cluster properties, including age. In M101, Garc´ıa-
Benito et al. (2011) paired HST and ground-based observations of the giant H II region
NGC 5471 to perform a photometric analysis of the local stellar populations. From a color-
magnitude diagram of HST data, they used distinct age bins based on color to classify
clusters and determined that star formation has proceeded constantly throughout the last
100 Myr.
Intragalactic phenomena may facilitate molecular cloud clumping in the absence of a pre-
vious stellar generation. Velocity analysis of associated cloud structures unveiled that pre-
vious cloud-cloud collisions may explain the massive cluster Westerlund2 (Furukawa et al.,
2009) and the super star cluster in NGC 3603 (Fukui et al., 2014). As predicted by the-
oretical modelling, overdensities may form in the wake of cloud-cloud collisions owing to
magnetic field enhancement (Inoue & Fukui, 2013). An observed limitation to cloud-cloud
collision triggering of star formation is that the observed velocity of clusters in the Antennae
galaxies constrains the speed at which cloud collisions could have formed the massive clusters
(Whitmore et al., 2005).
1.4.1 Spiral Density Waves
On larger scales, spiral density waves (SDW) propagate along the bulk rotation of galaxies
and may play a role in star formation (Lin & Shu (1964), and see Toomre (1977) for a
detailed review of the development of the density wave theories in galaxies). SDWs can
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be produced by gravitational perturbations (such as bars or flybys with nearby galaxies)
that induce instabilities maintained by the self gravity of the disk. In the context of star
formation, a molecular cloud with lower angular velocity may encounter and be overtaken by
a faster-moving SDW; the density wave shocks the molecular cloud, inducing compression.
These shock-driven overdensities may be capable of inciting bursts of star formation along
spiral arms via a shock mechanism (Roberts, 1969).
An expected observational component of SDW-triggered star formation is spatial offsets
between gas being compressed by the SDW as compared to the Hα emission. Hα emission
is produced by ionized gas surrounding newly formed massive stars triggered by the density
wave and should appear downstream as compared to upstream, unperturbed molecular gas
(Roberts, 1969). Dust, which may trace the densest portions of spiral arms and thus trace
the spiral density wave front, is observed offset from the Hα emission tracing star formation
in many nearby galaxies (Lynds, 1974). In addition, a galaxy with a strong density wave
pattern will produce large offsets of molecular and neutral gas in spiral arms (Tilanus &
Allen, 1993). This observational facet is not confirmed in several studies using H I to trace
compressed gas, and 24 µm to trace recent star formation activity (in particular Wada et al.,
2011; Foyle et al., 2011); Louie et al. (2013) explored the discrepancies in measurements that
span the literature and determined they are strongly related to the tracers used. H I and 24
µm emission tracers of cold gas and star formation, respectively, exhibit smaller offsets than
CO and Hα; H I results from dissociation of H2 in the presence of young stars and would be
more closely tied to 24 µm as a result.
On smaller scales, a cloud that encountered a spiral density wave may not form stars all
at once throughout but in sequence as different portions of the cloud reach the wave front
at different times. For a giant molecular cloud with SDW induced star formation, an age
gradient of its constituent stars may result (Talbot et al., 1979).
Such waves may also cause shearing that dissociates molecular clouds, dampening star
formation and super star clusters (SSCs), which are more commonly found in irregular dwarf
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and interacting galaxies than in disk galaxies (Whitmore & Schweizer, 1995; Weidner et al.,
2010; Bik et al., 2003). This would suggest that disk galaxies with strong spiral density
waves preferentially have H II regions powered by less massive clusters, OB associations, and
very young clusters that have not yet been forced to disassociate.
1.4.2 Mergers and Interactions
Beyond sub-galactic scales, it is well known that galaxy mergers and interactions have great
impact on galaxy evolution, especially via gas redistribution. Fly-bys of galaxies may induce
non-axisymmetries in galactic disks, including bars, gravitationally torquing molecular gas
towards their respective galactic centers. This phenomenon is investigated in the context of
gas inflow to fuel nuclear starburst events that may explain the central ring of star clusters
in NGC 1097 (Davies et al., 2009) and the starburst ring in NGC 5248 within 400 pc of its
galactic center (Jogee et al., 2002). Fly-bys may also trigger star formation globally across
the disk, but only for particular interaction orientations (Mihos et al., 1992).
For galactic mergers, theory suggests that the merger ratio, defined as the ratio of galactic
mass of the interacting galaxies in question, dictates the changes in star formation rate, if
any; even major mergers with equal-mass galaxies under certain conditions can result in very
little global star formation (Cox et al., 2008). On smaller scales, galaxy mergers may trigger
the formation of massive clusters (Whitmore & Schweizer, 1995) that subsequently produce
very luminous H II regions well outside the galactic center. Though the merger timescale is
much longer than the lifetime of a massive star, local regions of a merging galaxy are likely
to have similarly-aged populations of stars. Hopkins et al. (2013) specifically traced the
formation of massive clusters in a high mass ratio merger scenario and find that feedback
plays a crucial role in determining post-merger star formation rates (SFR). They found
that modelled feedback winds eject gas from the galaxy nucleus resulting in a small hike
in the nuclear SFR post-merger but elevating star formation in the disk for much longer
periods. For mergers with smaller ratios, Mihos & Hernquist (1994) tracked gas flow and
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star formation of the massive galaxy as a function of merger timescale and predicted several
phenomenon: (1) minor mergers can induce formation of two, dominating spiral arms; (2)
the presence of a bulge greatly subdues the induced central starburst; (3) minor mergers do
not induce central or disk-wide starbursts until the latest stages of merger.
1.5 Canonical EGHR Comparisons & Galaxy Sample:
M51 & M83
While a census of H II region physical structures has been performed in a variety of galaxies
(Kennicutt, 1988), on the whole it is not known if EGHRs are formed from clusters or OB
associations, if the large scale properties of a galaxy contribute to the types of H II regions
that form, or how the EGHRs, once produced, sustain themselves over tens of Myr. The
variety of stellar populations already observed and the large variations in structural prop-
erties in EGHRs necessitates further study into the formation and evolution of starbursts.
It is crucial to analyze a large number of giant H II regions in a mix of environments with
consistent methodologies to discern general characteristics of their stellar populations and
details of their formation. It is also important to have well-studied benchmark H II regions
from which comparisons can be made, for which we choose to use the cluster-dominated 30
Doradus and association-dominated NGC 604.
30 Doradus is one of the most luminous nearby starburst regions, with an Hα luminosity of
1.5× 1040 ergs s−1 (Kennicutt, 1984), powered by the massive cluster R136 and a nearby older
cluster, Hodge 301 (Fig 1.1). Its proximity and abundant star formation activity has made
it an object of great interest in many multi-wavelength studies, and its cluster mass (Cignoni
et al., 2015), age (Hunter et al., 1995), and Hα luminosity are well constrained. 30 Dor serves
as an excellent comparison to extragalactic regions that may be powered by massive clusters.
Alternatively, NGC 604 is a well-studied example of a scaled OB-association (Ma´ız-Apella´niz
et al., 2004), whose luminous Hα emission is powered by spread-out distribution of young
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Figure 1.1 (a) Top: 30 Doradus in Hα+continuum and red continuum; (b) Middle: NGC
604 in Hα+continuum and red continuum; (c) Bottom: Bonafide M51 EGHR NC in Hα
and red continuum. Resolutions of (a) and (b) are degraded to the distance of M51. All
images are to scale; black circles of 350 pc diameter are drawn for comparison. 350 pc is the
calculated region size for EGHR NC.
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stars (Miura et al. (2010) and references therein) (Fig 1.1).
Previous studies have shown that key components to H II regions are the ages, masses,
and distribution of the stellar content responsible for ionizing the gas. The stellar content
is also useful for understanding how H II regions on this scale are able to form in galaxies.
The wealth of archival data in the Hubble Legacy Archives (HLA) is well suited to the ongo-
ing study of EGHRs. The high resolution, multi-wavelength, pipeline-reduced observations
available on HLA support studying the physical properties and ionizing content of EGHRs
simultaneously. To test and deploy detailed investigations of EGHRs, we turn to M51.
M51 is a nearly face-on starbursting grand design spiral galaxy at a distance of 8.4
Mpc (Feldmeier et al., 1997) that provides an excellent opportunity to inspect EGHRs in
detail. Analysis of this particular galaxy surged with its adoption into the Hubble Heritage
program (Mutchler et al., 2005), which used the Wide Field Camera (WFC) instrument
on the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) for multi-wavelength continuum and narrow-
band imaging of the entire galaxy in 2005. In addition, U -band observations made by
Chandar et al. (2011) supplement the Heritage Project, and further observations with higher-
resolution WFC3 were performed in 2014. The surveys of M51 extend beyond the optical;
M51 was adopted into the Spitzer Infrared Galaxies Survey (SINGS), providing full IRAC
and MIPS imaging of the entire galactic disk that images dust emission. H II regions are
also interesting radio targets, as they afford the opportunity to study the IR-radio pairing
of thermal bremstrahhlung and infrared continuum from warm dust (Dumas et al., 2011).
Multiple radio surveys have been conducted of compact radio sources including bright H II
regions and supernova remnants (Maddox et al., 2007; Koda et al., 2011; Rampadarath et al.,
2015). As a result of its extensive imaging, specific analyses on the types of H II regions that
have formed (Rand, 1992; Gutie´rrez et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011) and the ages, masses, and
luminosity functions of its many star clusters (Bik et al., 2003; Hwang & Lee, 2008; Gieles
et al., 2006; Scheepmaker et al., 2009; Hwang & Lee, 2010; Kaleida & Scowen, 2010; Chandar
et al., 2011; Fall & Chandar, 2012) and stellar associations (Calzetti et al., 2005) have been
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performed. Calzetti et al. (2005) in particular pair multiwavelength observations of stellar
associations with Spitzer survey data, in part to determine the effect of radiating stars on
potential SF tracers in 8 µm and 24 µm. Companion spectroscopic studies also allow for
measurements of narrow-band emission lines and estimations of metallicities in M51 H II
regions (McCall et al., 1985; Bresolin et al., 2004).
M51 serves as an excellent benchmark to test our systematic analysis of EGHR clusters
but in order to elucidate the nature of the starburst phenomenon more generally, we seek
to understand EGHR formation and evolution in multiple nearby galaxies. To further in-
vestigate EGHRs, we port the analysis methods developed using M51 H II regions to the
starburst galaxy M83. M83 is a face-on, barred spiral galaxy at a distance of 4.5 Mpc
(Thim et al., 2003); this distance allows for more thorough inspections of resolved stellar
populations than M51 at 8.4 Mpc. Its optimal position for southern hemisphere observing,
combined with its adoption into the Hubble Heritage program, has made M83 the target of
many multiwavelength studies, including photometry and age-dating of stellar populations
in nuclear/circumnuclear (Harris et al., 2001), disk (Jensen et al., 1981; Chandar et al., 2010;
Whitmore et al., 2011), and outer disk regions (Thilker et al., 2005), optical spectroscopy of
H II regions (Dufour et al., 1980; Brand et al., 1981; Bresolin & Kennicutt, 2002; Kramer
et al., 2005; Gil de Paz et al., 2007), supernova remnants (Blair & Long, 2004), neutral gas
and dust distributions in the spiral arms (Tilanus & Allen, 1993; Liu et al., 2013), and CO
surveys (Lundgren et al., 2004; Komugi et al., 2008).
M83 is also used as one of the primary test-beds for the spiral density wave theory via
measurements of ionized and neutral gas. Tilanus & Allen (1993) measured Hβ and H I in
M83 spiral arms to estimate the magnitude of streaming motions through the spiral arms
in effort to explain: (1) the downstream location of H I from inner spiral arm dust lanes
and (2) the apparent coincidence of molecular CO with star-forming regions, a feature not
observed in M51 spiral arms (Louie et al., 2013).
These previous studies in M51 and M83 lay the groundwork for a focused study on the
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starburst phenomenon and the stellar populations that drive them on a galactic scale. In
the following, we describe the observations used in this study (§2.1), the analysis procedure
to probe both the Hα emission in H II regions and stellar populations therein (§2.2), the
results of these procedures in the nearby galaxy M51 (§3.1), and a discussion to detail how
we infer possible formation and evolution mechanisms for EGHRs from the detailed analyses
(§3.2).
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Chapter 2
Procedure for Systematic Analysis of
Giant H II Regions
2.1 Observations and Data Reduction
The primary observations of M51 are 6-pointing mosaic datasets taken as part of the Hubble
Heritage Program in the following passbands: (1) F435W (blue continuum, hereafter B), (2)
F555W (hereafter V ), (3) F814W (red continuum, hereafter I ), and (4) F658N (redshifted
Hα) (Fig 2.1) with total exposure times of 16320, 8160, 8160, and 15640 seconds, respectively
(GO-10452, PI: Beckwith). We use WFC3 (GO-13364, PI: Calzetti) and WFPC2 F336W
(U ) observations (Chandar et al., 2011) to infer extinction of the cluster photometry.
Mosaics of M83 on the archive include ACS WFC3 images in the U , B, and I-bands, as
well as F657N (redshifted Hα) (Fig 2.2), for total exposure times of 17365, 12695, 9321, and
11983 seconds, respectively. The bar and galactic center are imaged in F555W (V ) for 1203
seconds, and the outer disk, in F547M (V547M) for 14613 seconds.
In addition, as a supplement to the optical wide- and narrow-band observations, Koda
et al. (2011) generously supply a high resolution map of CO(1-0) in M51 as mapped by
CARMA and the Nobeyama 45-m telescope with 3.3 arcsec resolution to identify nearby
dense gas. Komugi et al. (2008) surveyed CO(1-0) in nearby star-forming galaxies using the
Nobeyama 45-m telescope, and provide CO intensity maps available online for use. We use
a CO intensity map of M83 to compare locations of dense molecular gas to H II regions.
In the following, we describe our procedure to isolate the Hα line in M51 and M83
UBVI+Hα analysis is based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope, and
obtained from the Hubble Legacy Archive, which is a collaboration between the Space Telescope Science Insti-
tute (STScI/NASA), the Space Telescope European Coordinating Facility (ST-ECF/ESA) and the Canadian
Astronomy Data Centre (CADC/NRC/CSA).
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Figure 2.1 Continuum-subtracted F658N Heritage mosaic of M51. The top 20 H II regions
by Hα luminosity are indicated (Table 3.1) by circles representing their sector-defined sizes
(§2.2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Continuum-subtracted F657N Heritage mosaic of M83. The top 20 H II regions
by Hα luminosity are indicated (Table 4.1) by circles representing their sector-defined sizes
(§2.2.2).
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EGHRs (§2.1.1). We discuss corrections to our measurements, including extinction and
aperture corrections in our analysis description (§2.2).
2.1.1 Isolation of Hα Line
In ionized regions around massive stars, the recombination of hydrogen produces Hα emission
at 656.28 nm, which is redshifted to 657.56 nm for M51 and 656.99 nm for M83. The
F658N and F657N filters are centered at 658.4 nm and 656.7 nm respectively with effective
bandwidths > 3 nm and are used to observe Hα in the context of galaxies with radial
velocities up to ∼2000 km s−1. While these filters are dominated by flux from the Hα line,
they also transmit light from stellar continuum and nebular [N II] doublet at 654.8 and
658.3 nm. To estimate the Hα contribution in H II regions we estimate and subtract the
continuum background using emission from field stars and refer to previous studies of H II
regions for the [N II] contribution to the optical Hα filters.
To subtract away the continuum from the Hα filter, we use the continuum B and I bands.
The V -band, while closer to the Hα line and therefore more appropriate for continuum
subtraction than the B-band, may contain significant contributions of [O III] and Hβ line
emission (Bresolin et al., 2004) that may lead to continuum overestimation. We first created
a continuum image by scaling and combining the B and I images to represent the continuum
contributions near the Hα line. In a procedure similar to Lee et al. (2011), we measured the
STMAG magnitudes with IRAF PHOT of 18 field stars in M51 and 22 field stars in M83 in
both the narrow-band Hα images and the representative continuum images for each galaxy.
We compared these magnitudes to determine the contribution of stellar flux in Hα. From
these magnitude differences, we determined the scaling necessary to match the Hα filter to
the representative continuum image by converting the relationship between magnitudes into
a flux relationship with the following formulae:
STMAG = −2.5log(Flam)− 21.10 (2.1)
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with measurements for slope and offset derived in our fit of:
mHα = slope×mc + offset, (2.2)
where mHα is the magnitude of a field star in the Hα+continuum band, and mc is the
magnitude measured in the scaled continuum image. The derived flux relationship is then
applied to the continuum image and subtracted from the Hα filter.
Without spectra for every H II region in M51 and M83, it is impossible to estimate
the full contribution of [N II] to the narrow-band Hα line. Bresolin et al. (2004) reported
multi-species line fluxes including the [N II] doublet for 10 H II regions in M51 using Keck I.
Where available, we adopt flux relationships specific to individual H II regions directly from
Bresolin et al. (2004). In a continuum-subtracted F658N image of M51, Lee et al. (2011)
used the reduced flux relationship 0.67 = Hα
Hα+[N II]
as constant. For lower excitation objects
within 3.7 kpc of the galactic center, Bresolin et al. (2004) report higher average ratios of
0.76 = Hα
Hα+[N II]
, whereas H II regions outside this radius yield 0.66 = Hα
Hα+[N II]
. As our sample
includes H II regions at a variety of galactocentric distances, we apply the respective line
fractions from Bresolin et al. (2004).
In M83, Bresolin & Kennicutt (2002) reported [N II]λ6583 line fluxes in specific H II
regions which we use to estimate Hα
Hα+[N II]
. We follow the method from Liu et al. (2013) and
assume case B recombination resulting in a constant Hα/Hβ = 2.92 to convert Bresolin &
Kennicutt (2002) [N II] fluxes to a relative flux ratio with respect to Hα. To account for
the doublet produced by [N II], we assume the ratio [N II]λ6548/N IIλ6583 = 0.335. Where
available, we adopt line fluxes specific to Bresolin & Kennicutt (2002) regions; otherwise, we
use Hα
Hα+[N II]
= 0.644 from the [N II]λ6583 measurement in Bresolin & Kennicutt (2002) region
11. Dufour et al. (1980) and Brand et al. (1981) report average disk-wide [N II]λ6583/Hα
ratios of 0.40 and 0.36, which result in Hα
Hα+[N II]
doublet fractions of 0.65 and 0.68, respectively.
While the [N II]λ6583 measurements are consistent across studies, we favor Bresolin &
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Kennicutt (2002) line fluxes due to the higher spectral resolution for the investigated H II
regions.
2.2 Methodology
Our analysis of H II regions involves studying the spatial distribution and luminosity of
the ionized gas using HST narrow-band Hα images and assessing the approximate masses
and age spread of the powering clusters of stars using HST continuum images. Our pilot
procedure for M51 is summarized as follows:
(I) After selecting the top ≈ 50 brightest H II regions in M51 by visual inspection, we
classify the sample based on the locations of their stars and clusters and the extent and
structure of the Hα emitting gas (§2.2.1). We use their classifications to systematically
determine effective region centroids and diameters (§2.2.2).
(II) We then estimate Hα luminosities for the H II region sample. For this we use a
continuum-subtracted F658N narrow-band image with consideration of nearby con-
taminating lines, namely the [N II] doublet (§2.1.1). We measure the L(Hα) in each
H II region in two ways to adapt for irregular and asymmetric structures (§2.2.3).
(III) After measuring the Hα luminosities, we perform aperture-corrected photometry on
the clusters in each H II region in accordance with the available data. We esti-
mate limits on cluster masses and age spreads by generating color-color (CCD) and
color-magnitude diagrams (CMD) and comparing the photometric measurements with
evolutionary models (§2.2.4).
2.2.1 H II Region Sample: Selection and Classification
The high Hα surface brightness of EGHRs makes them visually apparent on the scale of a
galaxy; however, their extensive nebulosity and varying structures make systematic selection
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difficult. Studies from the ground relied on visual inspection to select giant H II region
candidates (see Henize, 1956; Kennicutt, 1984, 1988; Kennicutt et al., 1989; Rand, 1992).
With higher resolution data, Lee et al. (2011) used the program HIIPHOT to systematically
detect thousands of small H II regions in M51; they then created a group sample of giant
H II regions comprised of smaller HIIPHOT regions using a friends-of-friends algorithm. In
this method, small H II regions are linked together into groups of giant H II regions based
on a preset linking length set to match ground-based identifications; Lee et al. (2011) then
tested the efficacy of this method by visual inspection where they reassigned 206 small H II
regions.
Unlike Lee et al. (2011), we are primarily concerned with the top starburst-driven giant
H II regions that are easily observable on the scale of the galaxy. We follow the procedure
of Henize (1956) and visually inspect the Hα mosaic of the galactic disk to find the peaks
in Hα surface brightness. Based on the surface brightness peaks, we choose a preliminary
sample of 52 H II regions in M51; among these, 46 of the H II regions selected were found
along the spiral arms at distances greater than 2 kpc from the galactic center. In M83, our
preliminary sample contains 80 H II regions chosen by visual inspection.
While giant H II region membership is a complex problem, our analysis aims to eluci-
date the formation of giant complexes of clusters and stars by investigating gas and stellar
groupings in the regions and the surrounding environments. Nearby associations of star
clusters and gas may play a critical role in determing an evolutionary timeline for giant
star formation complexes. Additionally, the sector sizing algorithm we use discussed below
(§2.2.2) automatically cuts out peripheral Hα emission that falls too far outside the central
high surface brightness Hα emission based on the region classification. After selection and
performing our sizing algorithm, most of our top giant H II regions in M51 match the H II
region groupings assembled by Lee et al. (2011), and the brightest EGHRs match the top
regions from Kennicutt (1988).
Based on a visual inspection of the continuum and narrow-band images, we devise simple
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H II region classifications for both the density and spread of stellar groupings and the spatial
distribution of Hα emission. From the continuum images, we ascribe one of the following
to each region to describe its stellar populations: (1) S - single apparent stellar locus; (2)
M - multiple knots or multiple clusters. In the case of multiple knots of clusters, their
distributions are denoted as subscripts: (1) centrally concentrated and/or dominated by one
single bright knot of several clusters (MD); (2) loosely distributed without a clear center
(ML). We also inspect the narrow-band F657N and F658N images and assign separate
classifications for the structure and extent of the Hα emission with respect to the ionizing
populations: (1) C - concentrated (2) E - extended, where we consider filamentary emission
as a subdesignation Ef . The classifications for the stellar content and the extent of the
Hα emission may be mixed and matched to obtain the most complete characterization of
each EGHR. In §2.2.2, we discuss the implications of these classifications on sizing the H II
regions.
2.2.2 H II Region Sample: Background and Size Estimations
The estimation of the background level in Hα for each H II region is crucial for approximating
an effective size for all of the H II regions. We measure the background locally due to the
varying surface brightness of Hα emission across the galactic disk. The H II regions in our
preliminary samples are assigned by eye an annuli with Router = 2Rinner, where Rinner is
drawn as a rough, over-estimated prediction of the H II region size. As a test of robustness,
we measure the median, average, and histogram-determined values of the background counts
in equal-sized rings within the background annuli; we find the median pixel value in each
ring to be the most constant as a function of radius and is thus adopted as the average
background count for each H II region. The median pixel value offers the advantage of
muting the contributions of bright, neighboring star forming regions not associated with the
target Hα flux. In order to place the annuli to determine background counts, we approximate
centroid values for each H II region by eye; however, this is not a quantitative method for
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defining the H II region centers or sizes.
We devised a method with minimum bias to manually estimate the centroid position and
size. As discussed in §2.2.1, H II regions drastically differ in morphology and distribution of
stellar content, so this algorithm takes into account our H II region classifications. We divide
the H II region into 36 circular sectors from its roughly estimated centroid, each spanning
10 degrees. We grow each sector outwards on the continuum subtracted Hα images until
the contained median pixel count falls to 2, 3, or 4 times the median background for H II
region with classification ML, MD, S, respectively. We choose to use a multiplicative count
above the median background as opposed to a σ-level as the histogram of background counts
between H II regions varies substantially and is often broad; we find a 3σ-level is often close to
the peak of background emission. Much of H II region emission is dominated by low surface
brightness Hα emission that would be otherwise excluded in a σ background comparison.
The extent of these sectors are averaged to compute new H II region centers and circular
sizes. The algorithm is repeated 10 times for each region with updated centers from prior
runs to calculate final centers and sizes, which we use to measure the Hα luminosity. The
algorithm is robust to the choice of initial, roughly estimated centroid; the initial centroid
impacts estimated sector lengths for the first iteration of the algorithm, but not the final
averaged size and center for the H II regions in our sample. The sector extents and averaged
H II region sizes are shown for the top H II regions in M51 in Figure 2.3 and M83 in
Figure 2.4.
2.2.3 H II Region Sample: Hα Photometry
With consideration to the diverse, non-uniform surface brightness distributions of many
EGHRs in our sample, we have devised two methods to calculate effective Hα luminosity.
Most previous literature aims to measure total Hα luminosity of EGHRs and H II regions via
systematically determined circular apertures, often at the half-light radius; however, many
of these studies were limited by ground-based observations or lower resolution data. The
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Figure 2.3 The top five H II regions, NA, NB, NC, ND, and NE, in M51 ordered by
decreasing Hα luminosity. From left to right: (1) Continuum-subtracted Hα image with
sector-method calculated size; (2) Circular sector extents plotted on Hα in red. The sector
ceases growing once the contained median pixel count is a multiplicative factor above the
background (see §2.2.2); (3) blue continuum; (4) red continuum. Boxes are 800 pc/side.
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Figure 2.4 The top three H II regions, M83-NA, M83-NB, and M83-NC, in M83 ordered
by decreasing Hα luminosity. From left to right: (1) Continuum-subtracted Hα image with
sector-method calculated size; (2) Circular sector extents plotted on Hα in red. The sector
ceases growing once the contained median pixel count is a multiplicative factor above the
background (see §2.2.2); (3) blue continuum; (4) red continuum. Boxes are 500 pc/side.
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high-resolution HST data used in this study allows us to resolve detailed structure of the
Hα emission, and thus we adapted our sector method to measure the Hα luminosity. In this
sector method, we measure background-subtracted flux contained in each of the 36 circular
sectors used to determine size as described in §2.2.2. This method better measures non-
symmetric Hα emission prevalent in our diverse EGHR sample that may be truncated by
a circular aperture, and helps omit excessive background. For consistency and comparison
with previous studies of these and other H II regions, our secondary method (hereafter the
aperture method) measures the flux contained within averaged H II region circular apertures
(§2.2.2).
We attempt to correct for extinction in our Hα measurements but the extinction from
M51 and M83 towards each H II region is unknown. Lee et al. (2011) estimated foreground
Galactic extinction values of Av = 0.115 mag and AHα = 0.092 mag, adopted from Schlegel
et al. (1998), which increase Hα flux by a factor of ≈ 1.09. Combined with removal of the
contribution of the [N II] doublet (§2.1.1), the Hα flux is ≈ 27 % less than the F657N and
F658N flux measurements for most H II regions. Note that the real Hα fluxes must be
higher, as extinction in each galaxy is not corrected Scoville et al. (2001) estimated levels of
extinction in M51 H II regions upwards of AV ∼ 3 magnitudes.
2.2.4 Photometric Measurements of Stellar Populations
We choose our sample of stars and clusters using IRAF DAOFIND using an H II region-
local background measurement and a broad point-spread function FWHM of ∼ 2.5 pixels,
equivalent to 5 pc at M51.
In addition, we focus on those stellar populations located in or near the H II region of
interest, ignoring detections that fall beyond the automated H II region sizes (§2.2.2). In the
following, we describe the analysis on the prelimiary sample: we perform multi-radii aperture
photometry, convolve theoretical models to HST filters, perform aperture corrections, and
correct for extinction and charge-transfer efficiency problems.
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In the pilot study of M51, we perform cluster photometry on the ACS WFC continuum
images available as full mosaics: F435W (B), F555W (V ), F814W (I ), and supplemenetary
WFC3 and WFPC2 F336W (U ), where available, on individual exposures to estimate cluster
magnitudes. For H II regions where WFPC2 is the best available U -band data, we perform
photometry on combined exposures to account for the CTE problem (§2.2.4). In M83, we
perform photometry on full mosaics: F336W (U), F438W (B), F547M (y), F555W (V ),
and F814W (I). The nuclear region of M83 is imaged in F555W, and we supplement the
remaining galaxy mosaic with F547M.
We measure the magnitudes of all clusters in our sample for a series of apertures between
r = 0.5 and r = 20 pixels, ∆r = 0.5 pixels, in the V EGAMAG system using IRAF AP-
PHOT. With these multi-radii magnitudes, we generate curves of growth (COG), depicting
magnitude as a function of radius, in order to determine an appropriate photometric aper-
ture. We choose the primary aperture r = 3 for ACS WFC data in M51 and r = 2 for WFC3
data in M83 from visual inspection of target clusters and stars on the image and field cluster
COG plots of U , B, V , and I data (Fig 2.5). We transform the ACS WFC aperture for
the supplementary data in M51 to r = 1.5 pixels in WFPC2 and r = 3.75 pixels for WFC3
data based on their respective platescales. We use these aperture radii for all clusters and
stars and tailor their aperture corrections with respect to the magnitude measured at this
aperture (see §2.2.4). These multi-radii magnitudes are additionally important for testing
calculations of concentration index to identify stars in the sample (see §2.2.6). To estimate
cluster photometry background, we use a median and standard deviation background count
local to each H II region determined from the annuli around each region(§2.2.2), as opposed
to a count local to the cluster candidates themselves due to region crowding.
Since our analysis of cluster masses and ages requires confident cluster detections in at
least all UBV I data, we remove those detections without multiwavelength matches and
those whose errors are > 0.5 mag in M51 and > 0.7 mag in M83 from the final sample. In
addition, we perform an error analysis that factors in APPHOT calculated errors and error
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introduced from aperture corrections (see §2.2.4 for more details).
To compare measured magnitudes with theoretical evolutionary tracks, we convolve syn-
thetic cluster spectra from Starburst99 (Leitherer et al., 1999) with corresponding ACS WFC,
WFPC2, and WFC3 filter throughput using IRAF SYNPHOT. We tested Starburst99 spec-
tra convolved to both WFC3 and WFPC2 F336W filters and find < 0.02% difference in
resultant magnitudes; therefore, we use the same spectra convolution for both WFPC2 and
WFC3 F336W filters.
Aperture Corrections
Our finite apertures of r = 3 for M51 photometry (r = 1.5 for WFPC2, r = 3.75 for
WFC3 in supplementary M51 data) and r = 2 for M83 photometry are sized to minimize
contribution and noise from the background, but cuts out a portion of the true cluster flux.
We correct for this truncated flux by deriving an aperture correction using isolated clusters
found throughout the galactic disk in a procedure similar to Hwang & Lee (2008). Isolated
clusters help produce characteristic curves of growth, which model cluster magnitude as a
function of aperture radius in pixels; if sufficiently isolated, the cluster magnitude should
flatten to the asymptotic magnitude mas once the bulk of the cluster flux is contained at
large aperture radii.
The aperture correction mc can then be determined by mc = mas−map, where map is the
magnitude of the cluster at the chosen finite aperture. We select the largest radius for mas
feasible based on an unchanging slope (Fig 2.5b), but without introducing excessive noise; in
M51, we use ras = 7 for WFC ACS, = 3.5 for WFPC2, and = 8.75 for M51 WFC3 data, all of
which correspond to a linear size of 14.3 parsecs. In M83, we use ras = 7 which corresponds
to a linear size of 6.1 parsecs.
Since we expect a variety of cluster shapes and sizes among the structurally diverse H II
regions in our sample, we follow the procedure from Hwang & Lee (2008) which estimates
aperture corrections as a function of map for each individual cluster. The procedure is done
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Figure 2.5 Top: Sample curves of growth (COG), magnitude as a function of aperture, for
selected isolated field clusters in the disk of M51 (left) and M83 (right) used to compute
aperture corrections (§2.2.4). Middle: The slope of the COG as a function of aperture.
Bottom: We determine aperture corrections by comparing the difference in aperture and
asymptotic magnitudes to the COG slope measured at the finite aperture used for map. We
measure this relationship for each image to accurately correct apertures for each of UBV I
bands used to estimate cluster parameters.
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as follows: we determine the relationship between mc and the COG slope dm/dr at the pixel
radius of map for a group of 18 isolated clusters in and around the galactic disk (Fig 2.5).
The equation for mc takes the form mc = A dm/dr +B, where dm/dr is the slope of the
COG at the specified aperture map. We find mc(B) ' 3.05 × dmB/dr + 0.17, mc(V) ' 3.13
× dmV/dr + 0.20 and mc(I) ' 3.2 × dmI/dr + 0.32. 15 of the isolated clusters chosen for
the V -, B -, and I -bands were out of the frame for the U -band and thus we selected an
additional 6 isolated clusters exclusive to WFPC2 U -band; we find mc(U) ' 1.34 × dmU/dr
- 0.16. For WFC3 U -band clusters, we do not assume the same correction profile and thus
estimate the correction separately with clusters from both the BV I and WFPC2 samples to
find mc(U) ' 3.20 × dmU/dr - 0.03.
At a closer distance of 4.5 Mpc, M83 aperture corrections require additional considera-
tion due to the larger stellar fractions in the PHOT sample. The flux from stars is more
centrally concentrated than clusters comprised of multiple stars; a finite aperture truncates
proportionally less continuum flux. To account for stellar populations and clusters alike,
Chandar et al. (2010) adopt aperture corrections dependent on the concentration index CI
(§2.2.6), whereby the more concentrated the photometric source, the smaller the aperture
correction. For consistency with the aperture correction procedure we use for M51, we com-
pare our method to the CI method; however, despite the testing performed in Chandar et al.
(2010) to disentangle stars from clusters, we choose to not differentiate between photometric
detections based on magnitude or CI, and apply our mc as a function of dmUBV I/dr for
the entire photometric sample in each M83 H II region with good results. To ensure our
formulae adapt to both clusters and stars, we choose a variety of isolated field objects for
our COG routine. As with M51, we base our choice of apertures on the physical appearance
of the field clusters on the mosaic images and on their curves of growth (Fig 2.5, right); we
choose r = 2 for map and r = 7 for mas, which results in UBV I aperture correction formulae
of mc(U) ' 3.064 × dmU/dr + 0.723, mc(B) ' 2.92 × dmB/dr + 0.755, mc(V547M) ' 3.157 ×
dmV547M/dr + 0.896, mc(V555W) ' 2.598 × dmV555W/dr + 0.772, and mc(I) ' 3.048 × dmI/dr
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+ 0.557. These formulae differ from M51 primarily in their y-intercept values, a result of
the scaled cluster and star size at 4.5 Mpc.
In addition to the aperture error calculated by APPHOT, we introduce further error into
the estimated cluster magnitudes by performing aperture corrections. To estimate the total
error in the corrected aperture, we sum in quadrature the error in map with the estimated
error introduced by adding mc to map. To determine mc errors, we propagate errors from
factors in the COG formula mc = Adm/dr + B, including A, B, and dm/dr. We estimate
variances in A and B based on the covariance matrix from the best-fit line (Fig 2.5), though
the best-fit line does not account for magnitude errors in each of the field clusters, which
may dominate. We use APPHOT errors from the magnitudes used to estimate dm/dr
error individually for each cluster. We assume errors in successively larger apertures are
uncorrelated. In the following chapters, we present errors in B vs. B − I CMDs for the
brightest cluster candidates in each of the presented H II regions. While this error analysis
provides confidence in the presented magnitudes, these clusters and stars are not corrected
for extinction, which may reach levels as high as AV ∼ 3 in M51 H II regions (Scoville et al.,
2001) which easily dominate over procedural errors.
Extinction
Cluster magnitudes are subject to extinction from the Galactic foreground and from gas and
dust in their host galaxies. Schlegel et al. (1998) estimate foreground Galactic extinction
values of 0.361, 0.290, 0.229, and 0.133 magnitudes in the U -, B -, V -, I -band, respectively,
which we apply directly to calculated magnitudes in both M51 and M83.
In conjunction with the B -, I -, and V -band data, U -band imaging helps mitigate our in-
ability to directly account for extinction via gas and dust in M51 and M83 via the reddening-
free parameters Q1, Q2, Q3, and W :
Q1 = (U −B)− 0.72(B − V ) (2.3)
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Figure 2.6 Sample estimate of extinction performed by comparing extinction free and un-
corrected color-magnitude diagrams for region ND. Extinction-free colors are bluer with
respect to U −B on the CMD, and the magnitude W is brighter with respect to MV .
Q2 = (B − V )− 0.80(V − I) (2.4)
Q3 = (U −B)− 0.58(V − I). (2.5)
W = V − 3.2(B − V ) (2.6)
These reddening-free parameters, derived from the galactic extinction law (Mathis, 1990),
help estimate the levels of extinction with the assumption that the brightest contributions to
the continuum flux originate from early-type OB stars (Cooper et al., 2004), and were used
by Whitmore et al. (1999) in the context of extragalactic clusters of stars as a means for
estimating extinction. We create color-color and color-magnitude plots using the reddening-
free parameters for most of the H II regions in our sample, except those without available
U -band imaging. For regions without available U -band data, we estimate uncertainty by
testing BV I-only against extinction-free results for those H II regions sufficiently imaged.
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U -band Charge Transfer Efficiency
WFPC2 chips inefficiently transfer electrons in read-out due to prolonged radiation damage,
called the Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) problem (Holtzman et al., 1995). CTE worsens
with increasing distance of an imaged source to the read-out amplifier on individual chips. To
estimate CTE losses, we follow the prescription by Dolphin (2009) and apply the magnitude
losses directly to photometric results from DAOPHOT. At the distance of M51, massive
clusters have broader FWHM profiles. Riess (2000) find that CTE losses for extended sources
mirror point source losses unless the source is asymmetric (e.g resolved high inclination
galaxies), so we adopt point-source magnitude losses for the cluster sample. We perform
photometry of clusters on individual WFPC2 chips to best characterize CTE losses.
2.2.5 Cluster Mass and Age Estimations
After matching the cluster detections across the multi-wavelength galactic mosaics, we plot
the derived cluster magnitudes with theoretical evolutionary tracks to estimate cluster masses
and ages.
In the first series of plots, we use B - and I -band data to create a color-magnitude diagram
(CMD) along with interpolated single stellar population (SSP) models (Leitherer et al., 1999)
with a Chabrier (2001) initial mass function and metallicity Z = 0.020. We choose multiple
models of cluster masses for comparison, including 1 × 105 M, representative of a super
star cluster (SSC). Without extinction corrections, these magnitudes are an upper limit for
the B -band, as indicated on the CMD plots shown in §3.1. As an additional comparison, we
plot stellar evolutionary models from Marigo et al. (2008) for 20, 40, and 60 M along with
the SSP models to consider evolved giants and supergiants that may be measurable in M51.
As these analyses require only B and I-band data, all of the top H II regions qualify.
We create further plots to help resolve the issue of extinction. Where U -band data is
available, we create color-color diagrams (CCDs) and color-magnitude diagrams (CMD) for
clusters using reddening-free parameters Q1, Q2, and Q3 (§2.2.4). To fully utilize these
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parameters, U -band imaging is essential. The F336W WFPC2 mosaic, generously supplied
by Chandar et al. (2011), covers almost all of the H II regions of interest in the disk of M51,
but we prioritize higher-resolution WFC3 data. Of the top ten H II regions in M51 selected
for detailed analysis, 7 have WFC3 and 2 have WFPC2 imaging. As with the first series
of plots, we port the same SSP models convolved to the WFPC2 and WFC3 U -band filters
(§2.2.4) for use in the reddening-free plots.
In M83, all H II regions in our sample are imaged in UBV I and we create the same series
of plots as for M51 H II regions.
We consider the sample more quantitatively by matching a potential cluster with its (1)
nearest interpolated SSP model track, and (2) its position along the chosen track, for all
BV I and reddening-free diagrams. The model track corresponding to the cluster estimates
its mass, and its position along the track estimates its age.
2.2.6 Disentangling Clusters & Stars
Magnitude and Color Limits
We use several methods to identify lone stars in our cluster candidate sample, starting with
a MV < −8.0 magnitude limit. Clusters, comprised of many stars, will generally have
brighter magnitudes in all wavelengths than stars. At the distance of M51, it is unlikely
that individual main sequence stars are bright enough to contaminate our sample: type Ia
and Ib supergiants pose the largest threat, with V -band magnitudes upwards of -6.0 (Cox,
2000). At 8.4 Mpc, the dimmest B -magnitude detection remaining in our sample after
matching across bandpasses and eliminating erroneous detections has MV = −6.3, ruling
out most main sequence stars before a brighter magnitude cut-off (Cox, 2000). In a survey
of massive stars in the Milky Way, Humphreys (1978) found that the majority of bright
O-type main sequence and supergiant stars have MV > −8 except few type-Ia supergiants
in OB associations. M83 is closer to Earth and HST images of M83 have a lower absolute
detection limit; our sample includes MV < −5.3 which no doubt encompasses massive and
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evolving stars.
To eliminate stellar contaminants, Whitmore et al. (1999) excluded all but only the
brightest few stars with a MV < −9 limit; however, this limit may remove red globular
clusters, extincted young, and intermediate-aged (log tyr ∼ 7.7) clusters with mass ∼ 104 M
(Fig 2.6). While older and intermediate-aged clusters are not necessarily tracers of an active
starburst, older clusters may be relics of previous starburst events (Whitmore & Schweizer,
1995) and are important for establishing an EGHR evolutionary timeline. Additionally, the
presence of very young, low mass clusters helps confirm recent star formation activity. To
avoid removing clusters that may be extincted to dimmer V -band magnitudes on the B vs.
B-I CMD, we consider all photometric detections with MV < −8.0 in our potential cluster
sample.
Over all H II regions in M51, this magnitude limit removes∼ 1
4
of the original photometric
sample. Most of the objects removed by this magnitude cut-off originate from H II region
M51-NI. While this cut-off may remove most stellar contaminants from our sample, some
bright supergiants have MV < −8.0.
In addition to magnitude limits to remove stellar contaminants, we also use color-color
diagrams to identify stars in the cluster sample. Chandar et al. (2010) plotted their star and
cluster sample on CCDs alongside evolutionary models for clusters in M83. They defined
regions of high cluster and star probability on U -B vs. V -I plots, which we duplicate for
our top EGHRs. At nearly twice the distance of M83, M51 stars are difficult to detect and
resolve without high > 0.5 magnitude errors. Over the top 10 H II regions in M51, we find
very few detections that fall under statistical stellar space, even without the MV < −8.0
magnitude limit.
Whitmore et al. (1999) also use CCDs with extinction-free colors Q1 vs. Q3 to age date
clusters and identify lone stars in the sample. Stars have larger color values than young
massive clusters, placing them among the oldest clusters on a CC plot or CMD. On a color-
color plot of cluster candidates in H II region M51-ND (Fig 2.7), we indicate the locations
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Figure 2.7 Extinction-freeQ1 vs. Q3 diagram for cluster candidates in region ND with single
1×105 M Starburst99 cluster evolutionary track. Potential locations of main sequence and
type I supergiant stars are indicated with star symbols; cluster candidates with extinction-
free colors in the upper right portion of the diagram fall under suspicion as being individual
stars as opposed to clusters. For example, we eliminate #4 as a cluster candidate on the
combined basis of concentration index and color (§2.2.6).
of several dwarf stars and an O9I-type star based on their theoretical magnitudes (Cox,
2000); individual main sequence stars are well out of range of young or intermediate-aged
star clusters. OB-type Ia and Ib supergiants can pose as young clusters with similar Q1 and
Q3 colors; while it is not possible to use photometry alone to remove supergiants, they have
smaller concentration index values (CI ) (see §2.2.6 below for more details). In M83, many
in the cluster candidate pool fall in this extinction-free color space but like M51, few of them
have MV < −8.0.
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Concentration Index
Another method to disambiguate stars and clusters uses CI, typically defined as the differ-
ence in magnitude between a smaller aperture of r = 0.5 pixels and a larger aperture of r = 3
pixels in the V -band (Chandar et al., 2010). A large CI signals that the star or cluster emits
significant flux outside the smaller aperture; compact objects like stars have less additional
flux outside the smaller aperture, corresponding to a smaller magnitude difference between
successive apertures and therefore smaller concentration index values. Star clusters are not
point sources at the distance of M51 and will have larger CI values than more compact
supergiant stars. To determine an appropriate CI limit for clusters in M51, we construct
multi-wavelength histograms of concentration index for the potential clusters in each H II
region. We find no clear bimodality in our sample to distinguish a cluster from a star based
on concentration index alone, with a few exceptions near a CI ' 2.
Chandar et al. (2011) determined that clusters in M51 have characteristic indices of 1.1
< CI < 2 for pixel apertures of 0.5 and 3 (1 and 6 parsecs, respectively). While we find
cluster candidates in our sample within this limit, many candidates have values upwards of
CI = 3, which may be explained by cluster dispersion and crowding.
For clusters within 3.2 kpc of the galactic center of M51, Bik et al. (2003) found an
unexpected, significant decrease in the number of surviving older clusters with ages < 100
Myr and determined that star clusters may disperse in as little as 10 Myr, where cluster
numbers decline significantly by age 50 Myr. Dispersing clusters will have even higher CI
indices than young clusters, as their stellar constituents are more spread out. Clusters
with unmet dispersion timescales have lower CI values, which introduce potential ambiguity
between these clusters and individual stars. Crowded clusters may also encircle flux from
neighbors in the larger CI aperture, erroneously increasing CI.
In the least crowded EGHR in our M51 sample, M51-NC, the smallest CI values drop
off at CI = 2.0 which may serve as an appropriate CI lower limit to designate a cluster. In
the context of EGHRs, most of the regions of interest are crowded, and we expect young,
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massive clusters, which may have CI values closer to stars; therefore, CI is not as reliable
for finding clusters in crowded EGHRs unless we use smaller comparison apertures.
For star clusters in the Antennae galaxies (d = 19.2 Mpc), Whitmore et al. (1999) used
WFPC2 (WFC, PC) data with aperture sizes 1 and 6, corresponding to linear radii of 4.6 and
28 pc in the PC. Using these linear sizes for our data is unrealistic due to the high crowding
of clusters specific to H II regions and EGHRs. Chandar et al. (2010, 2011) used the same
pixel apertures of 0.5 and 3 for both M83 and M51; in M83, these apertures correspond to
real sizes 0.43 and 2.6 pc respectively, which are small enough to limit the effects of crowding
in our sample. Chandar et al. (2010) determine that training set clusters in M83 should have
CI > 2.3; therefore, we use pixel apertures of 0.25 and 1.5 for the ACS WFC V -band to
correspond to 0.43 and 2.6 pc at the distance of M51. We adopt the same CI aperture radii
as Chandar et al. (2010) WFC3 data, 0.5 and 3 pixels, for our analysis of M83.
Final Cluster Criteria for M51 & M83 Photometry
Based on the above considerations, we determine that a massive cluster ≥ 104 M for this
analysis should fit all of the following criteria:
(I) MV < −8.0.
(II) The cluster candidate falls within cluster or cluster and star space on a U − B vs.
V − I color plot.
(III) The cluster candidate falls in the lower left portion of Q1 vs. Q3 (Fig 2.7).
(IV) CI ≥ 2.3.
If the cluster CI is near but below 2.3, it may be a compact star cluster and we consider
it a cluster candidate. We indicate in the description of H II regions below (§3.1) potential
stars found in the H II regions.
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Chapter 3
Giant H II Regions in M51
3.1 Description of the Top 10 H II Regions
In the following, we present the physical descriptions of the top H II regions in M51 in order
of decreasing Hα luminosity. For each H II region, we present the distribution of ionized
gas traced via Hα emission, the nature of spatial distribution of the cluster candidates
emitting ionizing radiation, the prevalence and density of molecular gas, and the galactic
neighborhood in which the region exists. We discuss the implications of these results on
powering mechanisms of EGHRs, and potential modes of EGHR formation and evolution
(§3.2).
3.1.1 Region NA
H II region NA dominates the Hα emission in the prominent southwestern spiral arm of
M51, 4.84 kpc southwest from the galactic center. After accounting for extinction and [N II]
line contamination, region NA has Hα luminosity 2.19 × 1039 erg s−1, making it the most
luminous bonafide EGHR (L(Hα) > 1039 erg s−1) in M51 (Table 3.1). The peak intensity of
Hα emission is apparent on a galactic scale, forming a large, oval-shaped patch spanning at
least 200 pc across (Fig 3.1). Within the patch, the surface brightness peaks at 13h29m44.11s,
47◦10′23.71′′ (Fig 3.1 b), slightly offset from the region’s sector-calculated center, and tapers
more gradually to the northeast. Several small, but luminous, H II regions stand out within
This chapter is to be submitted to the The Astrophysical Journal under the authorship Evans, J. &
Chu, Y.-H.
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Figure 3.1 Region NA (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-
I colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black,
yellow, blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background
σ level measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0)
velocity bins. Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of region NA with
MV < −8.5 cluster candidates indicated. Box is 193 x 256 pc. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude
diagram with cluster candidates labelled in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest
B-I ). Unlabelled black dots are detections with MV > −8.5. Total aperture + aperture
correction error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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this patch that are probable young star clusters. Surrounding this high surface brightness
patch are wispy Hα filaments, pockmarked with associated smaller H II regions, especially to
the south and more distal to the galactic center. These filaments are indicative of interstellar
gas processed by stellar energy feedback and may signal stellar evolution. To the south of
the dominating patch is a smaller grouping of concentrated Hα emitting hot gas and smaller
individual H II regions connected via the low surface brightness filaments. Region NA does
not contain apparent large-scale bubbles or blow-outs of ionized gas.
The concentrated patch of ionized gas corresponds to plentiful ionizing content (Fig 3.1 c),
especially massive clusters. The peak intensity of Hα emission in the NA gas patch is
attendant with the region’s most massive young star cluster candidates, NA-0 and NA-2,
as determined by the color-magnitude diagram for NA (Fig 3.1 d). For the youngest star
clusters (< 5 Myr) on the CMD, B − I becomes an approximate tracer for age, and B-
magnitude corresponds to cluster mass, where a lower magnitude indicates a higher mass.
In regions of young, massive star formation, dense gas is highly coincident with dust (Dobashi
et al., 2008) and reddens the measured magnitudes, especially for U - and B-bands. We use
a semi-uniform extinction estimate for Hα luminosities; the extinction impacts more on the
Hα fluxes quantitatively than on the Hα morphology qualitatively. Conversely, for cluster
magnitudes, extinction profoundly affects mass and age estimates, upwards of 104 M and
1 Myr at best. Extinction increases both the measured B -magnitude and B-I color. We
demonstrate the effects of a modest AB = 0.5 mag, which shifts clusters up and left on the
CMD (Fig 3.1 d). For very blue sources like NA-0 and -2, the CMD reports a minimum
mass and maximum age; therefore, we say these regions have a minimum mass of 5 × 104
M each, with maximum age of log tyr ∼ 6.6. For clusters that appear to have age < 7 Myr
on the CMD, extinction makes it difficult to confidently determine ages.
Other less massive sources contribute to the gas ionization in the knot, including NA-12,
-14, -15, -17, and -21 to the southwest. While embedded in the luminous Hα patch, these
clusters also round out a large stellar grouping which dominates the continuum emission
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Figure 3.2 Region NA: (a) The highest surface brightness Hα emission and labelled stellar
populations with MV < −9; (b) the Hα knot with same surface brightness scaling as Fig 3.1.
Both images are zoomed to match the blue continuum image in Fig 3.1 c and are 400 pc/side.
in region NA. On the CMD, these clusters have minimum ages closer to the log tyr ∼ 6.7,
making them slightly older than the most massive knot clusters NA-0 and NA-2. These
clusters span a range of minimum masses between 1− 2.5× 104 M. Numerous other stellar
objects fill out the Hα knot surrounding NA-0 and NA-2 including NA-1, -20, -22, -28, -34,
-36, and -48 (Fig 3.2). Source NA-1, while very blue, has low B-magnitude and coincides
with lower luminosity Hα emission than its bluer neighbor NA-0. Additional young clusters
extend in a trail from NA-0 and NA-2 to the northeast (NA-11, -10, -16, -7, -9, -3, -8, -4).
The members of this trailing group to the northeast have lower B-magnitudes and therefore,
if young like NA-0 and NA-2, are less massive (< 1× 104 M). These sources have some of
the lowest B − I indices in region NA (aside from NA-0, -1, and -2), and cluster together
on the B vs. B − I CMD (Fig 3.1 d). The aforementioned gas morphology and spatial
distributions of clusters in the Hα knot confirm our earlier H II region classification of MD
(see Table 3.1), indicating that the gas is distributed across several massive stellar groupings
with central tendency of gas surface brightness.
Outside of the knot, distal to the galactic center, a secondary grouping of bright Hα
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gas is host to redder, less massive sources, namely NA-19 (Fig 3.1 c). NA-19 is among the
lowest-mass blue sources in region NA (< 104 M) with B − I index comparable to that of
several sources in the bright Hα knot (NA-15, -17, -21). Candidate clusters lying between
NA-19 and the bright Hα knot have higher B−I indices, and for detections with MV < −8.0,
have CI values large enough for cluster candidacy. These objects are likely older than the
bluest knot clusters, as they have less accompanying Hα emission and redder colors.
The abundance of young clusters throughout EGHR NA may be attributed to fuel from
nearby molecular clouds. Near the Hα knot is a dense, 19-σ detection of CO(1-0) that
extends northward towards the galactic center (Fig 3.1 b). Clusters in this northern gas-
laden region appear to be highly extincted, which is apparent in their uniformly red color
indices (Fig 3.1 a). In fact, virtually all of the cluster candidates considered in this region
are in conjunction with dense CO(1-0) gas of at least 16-σ and are likely highly extincted
by dust. The most massive clusters, NA-0 and NA-2, lie within some of the densest cold gas
detections; however, portions of the cold gas may be along the line of sight and projected
onto the EGHR and its clusters. While extinction is visually apparent in the blue continuum
image around the northern portion of region NA (Fig 3.1 a), we cannot definitively say that
all the gas in the region is associated with the clusters. The high surface brightness Hα
emission of NA is unlike most other H II regions in the sample, and therefore NA may
host the youngest cluster candidates in the entire galaxy; however, it is difficult to directly
compare clusters in NA with stellar populations in other M51 H II region that have less
associated CO(1-0). Molecular gas contours of at least 10-σ detection above the background
snake south towards the smaller Hα knot containing NA-19, with less gas to the east and
west of the entire H II region. The CO(1-0) seems to follow the direction of the spiral arm
in which region NA is located.
On a larger scale, EGHR NA dominates the prominent southwestern spiral arm of M51
with luminous Hα emission alongside EGHR NB (§3.1.2). This spiral arm appears busy
with star formation activity, especially as it winds close to the galactic center. Region NA is
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closer to the galactic center than its neighbor region NB, the second brightest EGHR in the
galaxy. Despite their proximity, the extent of CO(1-0) seen in NA is not seen in its neighbor
NB, located further along the spiral arm. While both contain many clusters with potential
masses > 104 M, region NA has fewer but bluer massive clusters. Additionally, NA and
NB are two of the furthest H II regions from the interacting companion galaxy, NGC 5195.
Embedded in the spiral arm and laden with star formation and CO(1-0) (Fig 3.3), the
dense CO(1-0) emission in EGHR NA is likely to accompany dust (Dobashi et al., 2008)
not traceable at these optical wavelengths. The clusters in the northern gas-laden region
appear to be highly extincted by dust, so it is pertinent to consider dust extinction in the
entire region. To further evaluate the effects of extinction elsewhere on our photometry in
region NA, we compare extinction-free and uncorrected plots using all available bandpasses
(Fig 3.4). U -band magnitudes allow use of extinction-free colors Q1, Q2, Q3 and magnitude
W derived from the galactic extinction law (Mathis, 1990); while this law is used primarily
for younger sources, the extinction law is calculated from a full spectrum of typical main
sequence stars and is therefore a useful comparison for the massive clusters with ages <
30 Myr found in M51. Colors U − B and Q1 in region NA vary by as many as 0.2 for
young clusters. This difference between V -band and extinction-free W -magnitudes is more
dramatic, which differ by as many as one magnitude. For the youngest clusters < 5 Myr
of age, this difference in color changes predicted cluster age by < 1 Myr; age is better
constrained for these sources. Older clusters can be identified on the Q1 vs. Q3 diagram.
Intermediate-aged clusters are degenerate in age and mass, particularly those with ages ∼
6.8-7.0 log tyr (6-10 Myr) and 7.4-8.7 log tyr (25-100 Myr).
Additionally, without means for accounting for extinction due to the plane of M51 and
dust in individual H II regions, we first consider the effects of a theoretical estimate of
AB = 0.5 magnitudes in the B vs. B-I CMD. Without correcting for extinction, the CMD
predicts mass lower limits and age upper limits, particularly for the youngest sources.
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Figure 3.3 Spiral arm segment containing NA and NB in the southwestern quadrant of
M51. Region circles are sector-calculated sizes for each H II region (§2.2.2). Background
image is continuum-subtracted F658N. Contours indicate 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio detections
(corresponding to dotted black, yellow, blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-
0) molecular gas. Background σ level measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a
series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins, and are the same radio contours used throughout
this study.
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Figure 3.4 Sample estimate of extinction performed by comparing extinction free and uncor-
rected color-magnitude diagrams for region NA. Extinction-free colors become shifted left
with respect to U −B on the CMD, and magnitude W shifted up with respect to MV .
3.1.2 Region NB
Region NB manifests as an east-west ridge spanning ∼ 700 pc, perpendicular to the direction
of its host spiral arm (Fig 3.5), 5.4 kpc southwest of the galactic center. Region NB is the
second brightest giant H II region in M51 with Hα luminosity 2.0× 1039 erg s−1. Together,
regions NA and NB easily dominate the Hα emission the spiral arm and are visually apparent
on the scale of the entire galaxy; further along the same spiral arm, more emission from bright
H II regions lights up the southeastern quadrant of M51.
Across the 700 pc ridge, region NB has several irregularly shaped segments of Hα emitting
gas with no single dominating center. The westernmost ridge segment is the largest, nearly
twice as large as the other segments, and is surrounded by the most filamentary Hα emission.
Low surface brightness filaments encircle the entire EGHR, with smaller resolved H II regions
scattered throughout. The brightest filaments in region NB originate from the westernmost
ridge segments and extend north; these filaments also have sharper boundaries than the
filaments elsewhere in the region. Southeast of the ridge segments, fainter Hα filaments fan
from several resolved Hα emitting regions.
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Figure 3.5 Region NB (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity
bins. Image boxes are 800 pc/side.
The ridge of Hα emitting gas is ionized by a tight ridge of blue clusters, with redder
clusters outside the ridge (Fig 3.6). The youngest clusters lie primarily at the ends of the
ridge; despite the Hα emission being strongest at the western end of the Hα ridge, most of
the youngest and most massive clusters in region NB reside in the eastern end of the ridge.
NB-0-3 and NB-13 are the most massive clusters and together, form a dense, bowtie-shaped
grouping in the B-band continuum. NB-1 and NB-13, the most massive clusters on the
B vs. B − I CMD (Fig 3.6), dominate the eastern ridge end with numerous other young
clusters (NB-0, -2, -3, -4, -5). Before accounting for extinction in the disk of M51, the CMD
predicts that these clusters are no older than 4-5 Myr, with slightly redder colors than the
youngest clusters in region NA. Due to the proximity of NB-13 with nearby blue clusters, the
abundance of Hα emission present, and comparisons of additional color-magnitude diagrams
(Fig 3.7), NB-13 is likely a > 105 M cluster. W vs. Q1 reports a mass as large as 5× 105
M at a younger age of 3 Myr.
There is little difference in cluster color between ridge ends. The average B − I color of
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Figure 3.6 Region NB: Top: Blue continuum overlay of region NB with MV < −9 cluster
candidates indicated. Box is 458 x 275 pc. Bottom: B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram
with cluster candidates labelled in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Unla-
belled black dots are detections with MV < −9. Total aperture + aperture correction error
indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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Figure 3.7 Sample estimate of extinction performed by comparing extinction free and uncor-
rected color-magnitude diagrams for region NB. Extinction-free colors become shifted left
with respect to U −B on the CMD, and magnitude W shifted up with respect to MV .
the youngest cluster candidates on the eastern end (NB-0, 1, 2, 5, 7, 9) is 0.06, while the
average index for western ridge young cluster candidates (NB-4, 6, 10) is 0.12. The color
difference falls within the allowable 0.5 magnitude error.
The fact that the youngest clusters are confined to the ridge ends of region NB may
be explained by the spatial distribution of molecular gas as traced by CO(1-0). The most
significant molecular CO in the region resides on either ridge end: east of the eastern ridge
end and west of the western ridge end, closest to the youngest and most massive clusters
(Fig 3.5). Appreciable gas is not measured just north or south of the EGHR, despite its
gas-laden northern neighbor, EGHR NA. The southwestern spiral arm of M51 contains more
CO(1-0) north of the region but is depleted around region NB (Fig 3.3).
Koda et al. (2012) determined ratios of CO(2-1)/CO(1-0) throughout the disk of M51
(hereafter R2−1/1−0), where a larger ratio indicates higher fraction of warmer CO gas to
cold CO gas. In region NB (Fig 3.5), R2−1/1−0 peaks between 0.8 and 0.9, comparable to
other star forming regions in M51. Dumke et al. (2001) found CO(3-2) along the spiral arms
of M51 near region NB, the strength of which their study determines is atypical for outer
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portions of starburst galaxies. CO(3-2) is collisionally excited 33 K above the ground state
and better traces warm gas around star forming regions than lower CO(1-0) and CO(2-1)
transitions (Dumke et al., 2001). The overall resolution in the Dumke et al. (2001) study
make in depth H II comparisons within M51 difficult, but radiatively excited warm gas is
likely present in regions NA and NB.
Lower values of R2−1/1−0 are characteristic of the prominent southwestern spiral arm of
M51 in which region NB resides. R2−1/1−0 is lower in and around region NB as compared to
the ratio in the northeastern spiral arm (Koda et al., 2012), and cold CO(1-0) is detected in
patches in the inner portions of the spiral arm (Fig 3.3).
3.1.3 Region NC
Region NC is the third most luminous bonafide EGHR in M51, with Hα luminosity 1.4×1039
erg s−1, residing 6.3 kpc northeast of the galactic center in a spiral arm bend busy with nearby
large and small H II regions. The spatial distribution of ionized gas in region NC differs from
other EGHRs NA and NB in its regularity; Hα-emitting gas has a symmetric spatial distri-
bution arranged around a dominating center. Region NC is the most morphologically similar
to 30 Doradus in the LMC (Fig 1.1), except with less integrated Hα surface brightness. Two
central Hα knots, oriented north-south, dominate the emission at the center; the southern
knot is brighter and larger overall, extending ' 55 pc south from the center where the knots
meet (Fig 3.9).
EGHR NC is rife with peripheral Hα arcs, filaments, and loop structures. Feather-like
lower surface brightness emission uniformly surrounds the two central bright knots in a
series of arcs. The brightest filaments are coincident with smaller H II regions. Of note is a
prominent Hα loop ∼ 200 pc northeast of the region center. This bright loop begins from
the north central knot, where it intersects with a larger H II region and extends northeast
and forms a large circle (D ' 60 pc) that connects back to the eastern side of the luminous
Hα center.
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Figure 3.8 Region NC (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region NC;
box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled
in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction
error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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Figure 3.9 Region NC: (a) The highest surface brightness Hα emission and labelled stellar
populations with MV < −8; (b) the Hα center with same surface brightness scaling as
Fig 3.8 b. Both images are zoomed to match the blue continuum image in Fig 3.8 c and are
400 pc/side.
The Hα emission peaks at the center of region NC, where two massive young cluster
candidates reside. NC-1 and NC-4 are between 4-5 Myr old and have the brightest B-
magnitudes in the region, with estimated masses near 5×104 M (Fig 3.8 d). Clusters NC-1
and NC-4 are far left on the V vs. U − B and extinction-free CMD, close to even younger
isochrone ages than predicted by the B vs. B − I CMD.
The prominent loop ∼ 200 pc northeast of the center is coincident with the bluest cluster
candidates in the region, NC-0, -2, -3, and -15 (Fig 3.8 c). NC-0 has dim B-magnitude
and negligible Hα (Fig 3.8 e), but is close to the flux from a nearby source and is likely
contaminated, despite the small apertures used for photometry. Around the arching loop,
NC-2 and NC-3 have similar B−I color but NC-3 has a brighter B-magnitude and therefore
is slightly more massive (Fig 3.8 d). The B vs. B − I CMD estimates NC-2 and NC-3 as
1×104 M clusters with ages 7.2 log tyr; this age could be an effect of uncorrected extinction,
or the clusters are relics of a previous star formation generation. The lack of nearby, dense
Hα-emitting gas around NC-2 and NC-3 may confirm that these clusters are older, but the
stellar energy feedback which produced the large 60 pc loop may have stripped abundant
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gas around these potentially young clusters. Alternatively, NC-2 and NC-3 may be B-type
supergiants. NC-15 may be an earlier-type low mass (1 × 103 M) cluster or a high mass
evolving star. We designate NC-15 as a cluster because of its Q1 and Q3 colors characteristic
of young clusters (see §2.2.6 for more details on using color-color diagrams to identify stars).
Sources NC-2, -3, and -15 may have formed in situ prior to the formation of the central
source to EGHR NC, and are now bystanders in a new generation of star formation.
Despite the high surface brightness Hα emission in region NC, little cold gas is detected
via CO(1-0) (Fig 3.8 b). The largest detection of molecular gas is a small 10-σ cloud just
south of the central knot. As a result, dust extinction may have less impact in EGHR NC
than in other H II regions in the sample; however, Koda et al. (2012) measures a large line
ratio of R2−1/1−0 > 0.8, so warmer gas is undoubtedly present.
We compare the uncorrected and extinction-free color-magnitude diagrams for cluster
candidates in EGHR NC. Comparing these CMD, the most massive cluster candidate in
region NC, NC-4, is shifted brighter by one magnitude and bluer by 0.1 magnitudes. These
shifts are similar to the color-magnitude shifts for the most massive clusters in the CO(1-0)-
laden EGHR NA (Fig 3.4).
The location of EGHR NC may play a role in the prevalence of molecular gas. With
visual inspection of the Hα mosaic of M51, EGHR NC looks embedded in the northeastern
spiral arm (Fig 2.1); however, region NC is well out of the molecular gas lane in this spiral
arm along with several other bright H II regions, including region NI (Fig 3.10). Near the
regions NC and NI, the spiral arm gas lane has been perturbed or depleted. Following the
arm region south of EGHR NC, detections of CO(1-0) gas congest the inner confines of the
spiral arm, whereas the brightest Hα emission fans outward away from the galactic center.
3.1.4 Region ND
Region ND is the fourth brightest H II region in M51 with Hα luminosity of 1.1 × 1039 erg
s−1. The Hα in the region forms a north-south oriented C-shaped ridge, comprised of three
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Figure 3.10 Spiral arm segment containing EGHR NC and bright H II region NI in the
northeastern quadrant of M51. Region circles are sector-calculated sizes for each H II region
(§2.2.2). Background image is continuum-subtracted F658N. Contours indicate 7, 10, 13,
16, 19-σ radio detections (corresponding to dotted black, yellow, blue, red, and solid black
lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level measured as 0.36 Jy/beam
(beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins, and are the same radio
contours used throughout this study.
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Figure 3.11 Region ND (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region ND
with MV < −9 clusters labelled; box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram
with cluster candidates labelled in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total
aperture + aperture correction error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the
H II region.
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dense segments (Fig 3.11 b). The middle segment dominates the Hα luminosity, bridging
the northern and southern segments into the ridge via small dips in surface brightness. The
surface brightness of the three segments drops off sharply; filamentary emission is tightly
confined to the ridge, and very few bright H II regions surround the segments. Like the
ridge-shaped EGHR NB, the orientation of region ND is perpendicular to the direction of
its host spiral arm (Fig 2.1).
The distribution of Hα emitting gas in EGHR ND largely reflects the spatial distribution
of the bluest clusters and stars. The bluest clusters in region ND are confined to the northern
and middle ridge segment, in contrast to where red sources dominate the stellar populations
of the southern segment (Fig 3.12). The bluest clusters, ND-0 and ND-1 (Fig 3.11c), form
a knot in the northernmost segment. Clusters ND-2 and ND-3 are less massive than the
youngest ND-0 and ND-1, and slightly older on the CMD. Other massive cluster candidates
include ND-4 and ND-5; due to the location of ND-4 on the extinction-free Q1 vs. Q3
diagram, we designate ND-4 as a star despite its large concentration index CI = 3.6. Clusters
ND-5, -6, and redder candidates ND -7, -9, -10, -14, -15, -16, and -17 fill out the luminous
middle segment. Two of the bluest cluster candidates, ND-2 and ND-3, fall outside of the
segments and form smaller H II regions to the west of the middle Hα segment (Fig 3.12). ND-
2 and ND-3 have all the physical attributes to assign them as clusters, including characteristic
U − B, V − I, Q1, and Q3 colors (see §2.2.6). No clusters in region ND can compete with
masses of clusters in brighter EGHRs in M51; 1 × 104 M clusters are scattered across the
two northern segments, with no one cluster dominating in mass or Hα emission.
Among the clusters, a relative cluster age gradient progresses from the northwestern end
towards the southeast, where the reddest clusters in the entire region reside in the southern
most ridge segment (Fig 3.12). This ridge segment is occupied by objects with very red
magnitudes, ND-67 and ND-108. Object ND-67 falls far right on the CMD and appears
highly reddened but we rule out an evolved or globular cluster due to its low Q1 and Q3
colors. ND-108, southwest of ND-67, also lies in the southern ridge segment and is one of
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Figure 3.12 Region ND: (a) The highest surface brightness Hα emission and labelled stellar
populations with MV < −9; (b) the Hα ridge with same surface brightness scaling as
Fig 3.11 b. Both images are zoomed to match the blue continuum image in Fig 3.11 c
and are 400 pc/side.
the reddest objects on the CMD. Both ND-67 and ND-108 are extensive in size on the blue
continuum image; it is possible they are foreground objects or are highly extincted. Stars
and clusters with very red magnitudes surround ND-67 and ND-108 and are faint on the Hα
image (Fig 3.11 b).
These very red cluster candidates are in the portion of the spiral arm closest to the galactic
center, where the majority of molecular CO(1-0) is detected in this region (Fig 3.11b). Region
ND has some of the largest incidence of nearby CO(1-0) among all the H II regions in M51,
where the majority of the Hα emission has a nearby 16-σ CO(1-0) detection. The prevalence
of cold gas increases southward; the entire southern cluster segment appears coincident with
19-σ CO(1-0), indicative of abundant cold gas; however, Koda et al. (2012) do not measure
a large R2−1/1−0.
The strong presence of CO(1-0) relates to the position of region ND in M51 at a mere 2.59
kpc north from the galactic center; measurements of region ND may be strongly affected by
extinction due to the increased amounts of dust found closer to the centers of galaxies (van
der Hulst et al., 1988). Region ND is one of several H II regions in this portion of the spiral
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Figure 3.13 Spiral arm segment containing EGHR ND, north of the galactic center in M51.
Region circles are sector-calculated sizes for each H II region (§2.2.2). Background image is
continuum-subtracted F658N. Contours indicate 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio detections (corre-
sponding to dotted black, yellow, blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0)
molecular gas. Background σ level measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a
series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins, and are the same radio contours used throughout
this study.
arm (Fig 3.13), and is closer to the galactic center than regions NA and NB in the same
spiral arm (Fig 2.1). The location of region ND close to the galactic center may explain why
the ridge does not contain more massive clusters like region NB; shearing in the spiral arm
may have played a heavier role in region ND, preventing more massive clusters from forming
(Bik et al., 2003; Weidner et al., 2010).
3.1.5 Region NE
Region NE (Fig 3.14) is the fifth bonafide EGHR in M51 with Hα luminosity 1.0× 1039 erg
s−1, located 6 kpc southeast from the galactic center. Hα is concentrated in a diameter of
200 pc, making it the smallest EGHR in M51. The nearly symmetrical maple-leaf shape of
the high surface brightness Hα emission is surrounded by numerous short-reaching filaments
that extend radially. Smaller bright H II regions are scattered throughout the low surface
brightness Hα emission. Several of these regions fall outside of the sector-calculated size for
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Figure 3.14 Region NE (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region NE;
box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled
in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction
error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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region NE.
The concentrated Hα is caused by several star clusters. Among the bluest candidates,
NE-0, and NE-2-3, are embedded in the highest surface brightness Hα emission and form
a linear grouping in the blue continuum (Fig 3.14 a). NE-2 has the brightest B-magnitude
with an uncorrected mass estimate of 2.5 × 104 M and age < 5 Myr. Nearby to the
northeast, blue cluster candidates NE-0 and NE-3 have the next brightest B-magnitudes.
Red cluster candidates in the eastern part of the region (NE-19, NE-21-24) fall further outside
the dense ionized and molecular gas. NE-24 may be an evolved star or compact globular
cluster due to its low concentration index and very red B − I color. Sources NE-22 and 23
have B-magnitudes large enough for ambiguity to rise in their cluster ages and masses; for
example, NE-23 may be > 104 M, log tyr ' 7 cluster or an evolved 40 M star (Fig 3.14 c).
Numerous, redder candidates (NE-4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9, -12, -16, -17, -18) surround the blue
cluster candidates in the center; the reddest cluster candidates, including NE-24, form a
B − I gradient edging towards the young, massive clusters embedded in the concentrated
Hα and the molecular gas in the region.
The peak in surface brightness of Hα emission is slighty offset to the densest cold gas
in region NE (Fig 3.14 b). The bluest clusters lie on the eastern end of the strongest 19-σ
CO(1-0) emission, whereas NE-4, -10, -16, -18, and -20 are within it and may be heavily
extincted (Dobashi et al., 2008). The gas detection spreads from the luminous Hα center to
the northwest and south, where it appears isolated from larger gas complexes in the spiral
arm. Koda et al. (2012) reports a large ratio R2−1/1−0 > 9.0 of warm to cold CO gas in the
area around NE, indicating a comparatively higher fraction of warm gas than most other
spiral arm star-forming regions in M51. This line ratio may also be driven up by low emission
line detections of cold CO(1-0).
The low quantity of cold molecular gas in the periphery of region NE may be a con-
sequence of the distal location of region NE in the galaxy. Region NE is one of the more
distant H II regions from the galactic center (Fig 2.1), in the same prominent spiral arm
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as EGHRs NA, NB, and ND. Several other bright H II regions populate this portion of the
spiral arm but also lack extended cold gas.
3.1.6 Bright H II Regions: NF, NG, NH, NI, NJ
Region NF
The remaining H II regions in the top ten by Hα luminosity reside in the northern or eastern
portion of M51. Near EGHR NC, region NF (Fig 3.15) is a bright H II region that falls
just beyond the EGHR cut-off of 1039 erg s−1 with an Hα luminosity of 7.1 × 1038 erg s−1.
The high surface brightness Hα emission in region NF is concentrated in a lobed patch. The
patch emission drops off sharply into tenuous filaments that appear churned up from energy
feedback mechanisms. Smaller H II regions hug the patch in the confines of the filamentary
emission. A diffuse Hα tail extends east from the southern end of the patch nearly 200 pc.
We find massive cluster candidates in the confines of the Hα patch with masses > 104 M,
including one of the youngest cluster candidates in M51 H II regions, NF-0 (Table 3.3). Hα
emission is most concentrated across the spread of cluster candidates in the region, except
for the bluest, NF-0 and NF-1. NF-0 is the bluest cluster with estimated age < 4 Myr; after
extinction corrections, the B−I color and B-magnitude of NF-0 would decrease, resulting in
younger age and larger mass estimates, respectively. Unlike with EGHRs, the magnitudes of
cluster candidates in region NF are rarely brighter than MB ' −10, but have large variance
in color (Fig 3.15 c,d).
The bluest clusters NF-0 and NF-1 are on the periphery of the cold molecular gas in
region NF, offset from the brightest Hα emission (Fig 3.15 b). 7-σ CO(1-0) extends south
from the region towards the galactic center in the interior portion of the spiral arm and joins
a greater molecular gas complex. Unlike region NC, region NF is close to the gas lane in
this spiral arm (Fig 3.10) and has a < 4 Myr old massive cluster. Together, regions NC, NF,
and NI are the closest bright H II regions in the disk of M51 to the interacting companion
galaxy NGC 5195.
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Figure 3.15 Region NF: (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region NF;
box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled
in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction
error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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Region NG
Region NG manifests as a series of smaller, resolved H II regions at 3.4 kpc east of the galactic
center, and is the lone brightest H II region in its portion of the southern-originating spiral
arm. These small H II regions form a line connected by low surface brightness Hα emission
(Fig 3.16 b).
The bluest (NG-0-7) region NG cluster candidates from a segmented line in the blue
continuum, surrounded by redder evolved and/or extincted clusters, or very luminous indi-
vidual stars (Fig 3.16 c). Though these clusters are estimated to have ages tyr ∼ 6.6, the high
surface brightness Hα emission in the region is offset from these clusters by 60 parsecs. Very
few H II regions in this sample contain high surface brightness Hα emission not centralized
to the youngest clusters. Central to the Hα emission is NG-8, a slightly older cluster which
appears to be an extended object by visual inspection but has a measured CI typical of
clusters. Other cluster candidates within the brightest Hα emission may be younger sources
with heavy extinction due to associated gas and dust.
19-σ CO gas sits along two of the bright Hα knots in the middle of region NG and extends
north and south along the inner portion of the spiral arm. The entire region is coincident
with at least 7-σ CO(1-0) but is highest around the high surface brightness Hα emission
(Fig 3.16 b). The CO(1-0) detection in region NG is strongest in the portion of the spiral
arm close to the galactic center, and sharply drops off from region NG radially from the
galactic center. We observe this phenomenon with several other H II regions in the sample
including region ND (Fig 3.13).
The CO(1-0) detected in region NG continues northward along the spiral arm, attendant
with abundant star formation; as with region NG, the gas in the spiral arm favors the interior
bend of the arm as compared to the ionized gas. Along the spiral arm further from region
NG, the quantity of Hα and continuum emission increases dramatically as the companion
interacting galaxy NGC 5195 is approached. Noteworthy H II regions NC, NI, and NF lie in
and near the portion of this spiral arm closest to the companion.
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Figure 3.16 Region NG: (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region NG;
box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled
in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction
error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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Region NH
Region NH is the closest H II region to the galactic center at 2.3 kpc and produces an Hα
luminosity of 5.2 × 1038 erg s−1. Region NH one of the smallest H II regions in the sample
with diameter ∼ 170 pc. The bulk of the ionized gas originates from a large, round bulb
that curls into a series of faint filaments, shaping a round cavity of emission.
We estimate that most of the sources in the bright Hα bulb are at least log tyr ∼ 6.7 based
on their colors (Fig 3.17 c,d). Source NH-0 is the dominating cluster in the region and falls
in a region of ambiguity on the CMD; NH-0 may have a minimum mass of 2.5× 104 M but
may be as high as 105 M, depending on the age of the cluster. Due to the strength of the
associated Hα emission, NH-0 is likely a younger cluster but heavily extincted. Cluster age
in region NH is difficult to determine; the extinction-free coordinates are significantly shifted
from uncorrected magnitudes for all of the sources several indices to the left, equivalent to
several Myr. We measure large changes in source NH-3 between uncorrected and extinction-
free CMD, which implies several magnitudes of extinction, expected in star forming regions
with large volumes of gas (Dobashi et al., 2008).
The clusters and Hα emission are surrounded by dense molecular gas, which is promli-
gated in the highly extincted magnitudes for the embedded sources (Fig 3.17 b,d). The peak
of CO(1-0) detection lies closer to the galactic center in the interior spiral arm, and very
little cold gas extends northward of the region (Fig 3.13). The most substantial CO(1-0) is
closest to the bright bulb of Hα emission in the eastern half of the region, and the cold gas
reaches a minimum around the Hα cavity that contains very red clusters and stars.
The large quantities of cold gas may be explained by the proximity of region NH to the
galactic center. Region NH lies next to bonafide EGHR ND and among the top 10 H II
regions in M51, is the closest to the galactic center. Region NH is further up the prominent
spiral arm than EGHRs ND, NA, and NB (Fig 2.1). The molecular gas around region NH
is from the same gas complex as the gas in region ND, and intensifies as the spiral arm
approaches the galactic center.
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Figure 3.17 Region NH: (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region NH;
box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled
in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction
error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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Region NI
Region NI is one of the most distant bright H II regions in the top 20 H II regions in M51 at
∼ 7.11 kpc northeast of the galactic center (Fig 2.1) and is the closest top ten H II region to
the interacting companion galaxy NGC 5195. Despite its luminosity > 1039 erg s−1, region
NI has the least concentrated Hα emission among the top 10 H II regions in the sample
(Fig 3.18 b). In the region center, several bright, resolved H II regions are encircled by
filamentary emission that connects to a single high surface brightness patch in the south,
and several bright H II regions surrounded by diffuse emission in the north (Fig 3.18 d).
Diffuse filaments extend around region NI, beyond the sector-calculated linear size of 357
pc.
The bluest and most massive clusters in region NI, NI-0 and NI-1, both lie in the central
portion of the region with the least high surface brightness Hα emission. These clusters have
comparable ages and masses of just under 4 Myr at 1×104 M across uncorrected (Fig 3.18c)
and extinction-free CMDs. Blue sources (NI-2, 4-10) surround NI-0 and NI-1 in the center
of region NI. NI-3, along with what may be low-mass clusters or evolved stars, populate the
high surface brightness southern patch. If NI-3 is a cluster, it has mass < 1 × 103 M but
falls in space on the CMD that makes differentiating it between a cluster or a star difficult.
NI-3 has a large CI ' 3.5 but its U −B and V − I colors statistically favor blue individual
stars (Chandar et al., 2010). NI-3, -4, -19, and -22 have extinction-free colors Q1 and Q3
clusters too red to be young clusters, and too blue to be evolved older clusters, and are likely
all massive stars; the southern patch is could be powered by single stars rather than clusters
of stars (see §2.2.6 for techniques we use to identify stars).
Like the nearby region NC (§3.1.3), little CO(1-0) gas is detected in and around region
NI, but Koda et al. (2012) reported high R2−1/1−0 > 0.8 warm gas fraction for this area. The
lack of CO(1-0) may be related to its distant position in the galaxy; Region NI is further
displaced from the spiral arm lane than region NC, residing between the southern-originating
arm and the northern tail of the great southwestern spiral arm (Figs 2.1, 3.10). The limited
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Figure 3.18 Region NI: (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region NI;
box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled
in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction
error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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cold molecular gas may mean region NI is less extincted than its gas-laden counterparts; we
measure region NI to have some of the bluest clusters in all M51 bright H II regions.
Region NJ
Region NJ is a part of the H II region clustering in the southeast portion of the galaxy near
bonafide EGHR NE, approximately 6.4 kpc southeast from the galactic center (Figs 2.1.
Like nearby EGHR NE, the Hα emission in region NJ is compact, encompassing a diameter
' 209 pc, the majority of which is high surface brightness Hα emission (Fig 3.19 b). A single
bright H II region lies south of region NJ, and a prominent loop extends to the northwest.
At the base of this filament loop is a small patch of bright H II regions. The region is
surrounded by very little diffuse, low surface brightness Hα emission.
Region NJ has the fewest overall stellar objects among the top ten H II regions in M51.
The cluster candidates in region NJ form two distinct knots in stellar continuum bands
(Fig 3.19 c). The southwest knot contains the bluest three cluster candidates (NJ-0-2) in re-
gion NJ, with uncorrected ages < 4 Myr and minimum cluster mass 1×104 M (Fig 3.19 d).
While these cluster knots appear distinct in stellar continuum bands, the high surface bright-
ness Hα emission spatially encapsulates both knots into one apparent H II region. The cluster
candidates (NJ-3, -4, -6, -7, -8) in the northeastern knot are slightly older with age estimates
∼ 5 Myr and produce less integrated Hα emission.
The dense CO(1-0) gas in region NJ is centered on, and limited to, the youngest clusters,
with little peripheral gas outside region NJ (Fig 3.19 b). Unlike most other H II regions in
the sample, the peak of molecular gas reaches only 10-σ, which is strongest nearby the bluest
clusters NJ-0-2. In this region of the galaxy, very distally along the prominent southwestern
spiral arm, little CO(1-0) is detected overall. While the presence of young clusters signifies
ongoing star formation, little molecular gas is present to sustain future bursts.
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Figure 3.19 Region NJ: (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative B-I
colors; (b) Hα with 7, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ radio contours (corresponding to dotted black, yellow,
blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0) molecular gas. Background σ level
measured as 0.36 Jy/beam (beam size 8.28 as2) for a series of flattened CO(1-0) velocity bins.
Image boxes are 800 pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region NJ;
box is 400 pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled
in color-order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction
error indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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Table 3.1. Top 20 H II Regions in M51
Region IDa Class αJ2000 δJ2000 D(pc) L(Hα)
b Hα
Hα+[N II]
c dGC(kpc)
M51-NA 72,1524* MD C 13
h29m44.13s 47◦10′23.07′′ 383.37 39.34 0.659 ± 0.024 4.84 SW
M51-NB 71, 1960 ML Ef 13
h29m44.72s 47◦9′59.49′′ 556.57 39.30 5.36 SW
M51-NC 10, 14601* MD C Ef 13
h29m59.70s 47◦13′59.46′′ 349.32 39.16 0.668 ± 0.020 6.27 NE
M51-ND P203, 6795* ML C 13
h29m52.10s 47◦12′45.77′′ 290.05 39.06 0.741 ± 0.016 2.59 N
M51-NE 55, 17025* S C 13h30m2.41s 47◦9′49.76′′ 199.56 39.01 0.659 ± 0.019 6.09 SE
M51-NF –, 11641 ML Ef 13
h29m55.61s 47◦14′2.62′′ 288.59 38.85 5.83 NE
M51-NG 45, 15419 ML C 13
h30m0.97s 47◦11′39.09′′ 286.22 38.79 3.38 E
M51-NH 10, 8291 MD E 13
h29m53.16s 47◦12′39.75′′ 173.42 38.72 2.33 N
M51-NI 13,17046 ML C Ef 13
h30m2.38s 47◦14′7.83′′ 356.68 38.72 7.11 NE
M51-NJ 57, 15757* MD C 13
h30m0.95s 47◦9′30.00′′ 209.39 38.70 0.647 ± 0.019 6.38 SE
M51-NK –, 4088 ML C E 13
h29m49.40s 47◦12′41.05′′ 189.48 38.66 6.48 SE
M51-NL 59, 13631 ML C Ef 13
h29m58.73s 47◦9′13.75′′ 394.35 38.66 2.75 NW
M51-NM 71A, 438 * ML C E 13
h29m39.41s 47◦8′41.30′′ 231.021 38.52 0.659 ± 0.019 9.26 SW
M51-NN 53, 17364* MD Ef 13
h30m2.79s 47◦9′57.66′′ 132.92 38.52 0.652 ± 0.019 5.97 SE
M51-NO –, 17660 ML C 13
h30m3.52s 47◦15′46.17′′ 177.83 38.50 10.85 NE
M51-NP –, 17996 S E 13h30m3.98s 47◦15′33.99′′ 168.10 38.49 10.49 NE
M51-NQ 37A, 11982 ML Ef 13
h29m56.10s 47◦11′55.95′′ 142.99 38.41 1.53 E
M51-NR 54, 17537* ML E 13
h30m3.50s 47◦9′42.04′′ 197.63 38.40 0.649 ± 0.19 6.65 SE
M51-NS 76, 794 ML 13
h29m41.98s 47◦11′12.01′′ 222.51 38.39 4.62 SW
M51-NT 77, 1085 MD C 13
h29m43.08s 47◦11′38.40′′ 184.73 38.38 4.03 W
aAlternative IDs from Bresolin et al. (2004) and Lee et al. (2011), respectively. Starred entries have reported line fluxes for
computing Hα
Hα+[N II]
local to the region.
bLogarithmic luminosity reported in units of erg s−1.
cRatios calculated from line fluxes reported in Bresolin et al. (2004). In the absence of individual line fluxes, H II regions
within 3.7 kpc were assigned Hα
Hα+[N II]
' 0.76, outside 0.66 (§2.1.1).
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Table 3.2. Top 50 Photometric Detections in Brightest 10 H II Regions in M51 Ranked by
B Magnitude
Region aID B V B-I B-V U-B CI b Mc t
d
age
NB 13 -12.92 -13.30 0.18 0.38 -1.16 4.05 1 ×105 6.6-6.7
NB 1 -12.38 -12.37 -0.02 -0.02 -1.37 2.46 > 5× 104 >6.6
NA 0 -12.30 -12.17 -0.25 -0.12 -1.22 2.79 5 ×104 6.6
NA 2 -12.14 -12.06 -0.16 -0.08 -1.41 2.55 5 ×104 >6.6
NC 4 -11.76 -11.89 0.18 0.13 -1.52 2.26 <5 ×104 6.6-6.7
NC 1 -11.40 -11.53 0.10 0.13 -1.74 2.15 2 ×104 6.6-6.7
NA 12 -11.14 -11.18 0.28 0.04 -1.26 2.46 <2 ×104 <6.7
NB 3 -11.10 -11.01 0.03 -0.08 -1.16 3.01 <2 ×104 >6.6
NE 2 -11.04 -11.11 0.37 0.07 -1.60 2.55 2 ×104 6.7
NB 0 -10.99 -10.92 -0.09 -0.07 -1.31 2.87 <2 ×104 >6.6
NB 2 -10.91 -10.85 0.00 -0.06 -1.32 2.65 <2 ×104 >6.6
NG 1 -10.81 -11.30 -0.18 0.49 N/A 3.44 >1 ×104 6.6
NA 15 -10.81 -10.89 0.33 0.08 -1.14 3.31 <2 ×104 6.7
NG 8 -10.77 -10.74 0.23 -0.04 N/A 2.96 7 ×104 7.2
NG 0 -10.68 -10.50 -0.27 -0.18 N/A 2.33 >1 ×104 <6.6
ND 0 -10.64 -10.62 0.05 -0.02 -1.48 2.93 >1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NJ 1 -10.64 -10.66 -0.11 0.02 -1.14 3.51 1 ×104 6.6
NB 22 -10.59 -10.64 0.28 0.05 -1.04 2.88 >1 ×104 6.7
NA 6 -10.55 -10.50 0.08 -0.04 -1.34 2.18 >1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NJ 0 -10.54 -10.46 -0.15 -0.08 -1.60 2.63 1 ×104 6.6
NF 3 -10.54 -10.54 0.16 0.00 -1.31 2.75 1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NF 0 -10.53 -9.951 -0.34 -0.58 -0.90 2.81 1 ×104 6.3-6.6
NE 0 -10.52 -10.55 0.15 0.02 -1.46 2.84 1 ×104 6.6-6.7
ND 4* -10.49 -10.49 0.25 -0.00 -0.14 3.59 STAR N/A
NG 7* -10.49 -10.74 0.04 0.25 N/A 3.39 STAR N/A
NG 2 -10.48 -10.45 -0.09 -0.03 N/A 3.49 1 ×104 6.6
NA 14 -10.48 -10.59 0.31 0.11 -1.24 2.81 >1 ×104 6.7
ND 1 -10.48 -10.49 0.12 0.01 -1.45 3.08 >1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NH 0 -10.44 -10.64 0.54 0.20 -1.16 2.09 1 ×104 6.7
NG 4 -10.44 -10.40 -0.03 -0.04 N/A 2.49 1 ×104 >6.6
ND 5 -10.39 -10.49 0.28 0.10 -1.10 2.80 1 ×104 <6.7
ND 16 -10.38 -10.53 0.52 0.16 -0.77 3.28 >1 ×104 6.7
NJ 2 -10.33 -10.21 -0.09 -0.11 -1.80 2.52 1 ×104 6.6
NF 6 -10.31 -10.36 0.21 0.05 -0.92 3.37 1 ×104 <6.7
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Table 3.2 (cont’d)
Region aID B V B-I B-V U-B CI b Mc t
d
age
NB 93 -10.29 -10.53 0.60 0.24 -0.45 3.17 >1 ×105 >7.7
NA 17 -10.29 -10.38 0.42 0.09 -1.18 2.83 >1 ×104 6.7
NG 5 -10.27 -10.35 0.00 0.07 N/A 2.97 1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NG 3 -10.26 -10.22 -0.05 -0.04 N/A 3.12 <1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NA 34 -10.25 -10.48 0.57 0.23 -0.50 3.45 1 ×105 7.7
NB 4 -10.25 -10.29 0.03 0.04 -1.00 2.69 1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NF 11 -10.24 -10.38 0.44 0.13 -1.28 2.38 1 ×104 6.7
NB 9 -10.20 -10.22 0.14 0.02 -1.35 2.47 1 ×104 6.6-6.7
NA 1* -10.18 -10.32 -0.17 0.14 -0.51 3.60 STAR N/A
NB 7 -10.16 -10.38 0.13 0.21 -1.01 3.31 1 ×104 6.6-6.7
ND 13 -10.16 -10.39 0.50 0.23 -0.71 3.29 1 ×104 6.7
NB 17 -10.16 -10.15 0.24 -0.01 -0.95 2.98 5 ×104 7.2
NB 27 -10.15 -10.13 0.30 -0.01 -1.09 2.94 5 ×104 7.1-7.2
NB 103 -10.13 -10.30 0.63 0.16 -0.98 2.88 1 ×104 6.7
NB 23 -10.13 -10.10 0.28 -0.03 -0.83 3.27 5 ×104 >7.2
aRanking by increasing B-I color index. The lowest ranks have the lowest, and therefore
bluest, B-I index. ID is consistent throughout analysis. Those accompanied by asterisks
have been determined to be lone stars.
bConcentration index as defined by the magnitude difference between V0.25 and V2.
See §2.2.6 for more details.
cEstimated mass of clusters based on color-color and color magnitude diagram analysis.
dEstimated age of clusters based on color-color and color-magnitude diagram analysis.
Reported in log(yr), e.g 6.6 log(yr) = 106.6 yrs ' 4 Myr.
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Table 3.3. Top 50 Photometric Detections in Brightest 10 H II Regions in M51 Ranked by
B-I Color
Region aID B V B-I B-V U-B bCI cM
NI 0 -10.01 -10.01 -0.35 -0.08 -1.35 2.74 1× 104
NF 0 -10.53 -9.95 -0.34 -0.58 -0.90 2.81 1× 104
NG 0 -10.68 -10.50 -0.27 -0.18 N/A 2.33 > 1× 104
NI 1 -10.05 -10.00 -0.26 -0.06 -1.23 2.90 1× 104
NA 0 -12.30 -12.17 -0.25 -0.12 -1.22 2.79 5× 104
NG 1 -10.81 -11.30 -0.18 0.49 N/A 3.44 > 1× 104
NI 2 -9.25 -9.19 -0.17 -0.06 -1.30 3.06 2.5× 103
NA 1 -10.18 -10.32 -0.17 0.14 -0.51 3.60 STAR
NA 2 -12.14 -12.06 -0.16 -0.08 -1.41 2.55 5× 104
NI 3 -8.92 -8.91 -0.16 -0.01 -0.62 3.53 STAR
NJ 0 -10.54 -10.46 -0.15 -0.08 -1.60 2.63 1× 104
NJ 1 -10.64 -10.66 -0.11 0.02 -1.14 3.51 1× 104
NG 2 -10.48 -10.45 -0.09 -0.03 N/A 3.49 1× 104
NB 0 -10.99 -10.92 -0.09 -0.07 -1.31 2.87 1− 2.5× 104
NJ 2 -10.33 -10.21 -0.09 -0.11 -1.80 2.52 1× 104
NI 4 -8.87 -8.86 -0.07 -0.01 -0.78 3.51 STAR
NG 3 -10.26 -10.22 -0.05 -0.04 N/A 3.12 < 1× 104
NG 4 -10.44 -10.40 -0.03 -0.04 N/A 2.49 1× 104
NB 1 -12.38 -12.37 -0.02 -0.02 -1.37 2.46 7.5× 104
NI 5 -8.62 -8.58 -0.01 -0.04 -1.32 2.18 < 2.5× 103
NB 2 -10.91 -10.85 -0.00 -0.06 -1.32 2.65 < 2.5× 104
NG 5 -10.27 -10.35 0.00 0.07 N/A 2.97 < 1× 104
NC 0 -8.17 -8.09 0.01 -0.07 -1.12 3.49 1× 103
NI 6 -8.78 -8.77 0.01 -0.01 -1.15 2.84 2.5× 103
NG 6 -10.12 -10.05 0.02 -0.07 N/A 3.51 7.5× 103
NA 3 -10.08 -10.00 0.02 -0.07 -0.87 3.31 2.5− 5× 104
NA 4 -9.47 -9.27 0.02 -0.20 -0.87 2.93 2.5× 104
NB 3 -11.10 -11.01 0.03 -0.08 -1.16 3.01 < 2.5× 104
NI 7 -9.17 -9.24 0.03 0.07 -1.00 2.94 2.5− 5× 104
NI 8 -8.78 -8.74 0.03 -0.04 -1.14 3.12 2.5× 103
NB 4 -10.25 -10.29 0.03 0.04 -1.00 2.69 1− 2.5× 104
NI 9 -9.06 -9.03 0.03 -0.03 -1.07 3.23 2.5− 5× 103
NG 7 -10.49 -10.74 0.04 0.25 N/A 3.39 1× 104
ND 0 -10.64 -10.62 0.05 -0.02 -1.48 2.93 1− 2.5× 104
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Table 3.3 (cont’d)
Region aID B V B-I B-V U-B bCI cM
NA 5 -10.00 -10.17 0.07 0.17 -1.07 3.37 7.5× 103
NF 1 -10.06 -9.98 0.07 -0.08 -1.51 2.41 < 1× 104
NA 6 -10.55 -10.50 0.08 -0.04 -1.34 2.18 1× 104
NB 5 -9.13 -9.15 0.08 0.01 -0.99 3.34 2.5× 103
NC 1 -11.40 -11.53 0.10 0.13 -1.74 2.15 2.5× 104
NB 6 -10.03 -9.90 0.12 -0.12 -1.40 2.87 < 1× 104
ND 1 -10.48 -10.49 0.12 0.01 -1.45 3.08 1− 2.5× 104
NA 7 -9.93 -9.87 0.13 -0.06 -1.45 2.40 2.5− 5× 104
NB 7 -10.16 -10.38 0.13 0.21 -1.01 3.31 1− 2.5× 104
NB 8 -9.54 -9.57 0.14 0.03 -1.20 3.28 5× 103
NI 10 -8.31 -8.30 0.14 -0.01 -1.18 2.42 > 1× 103
NB 9 -10.20 -10.22 0.14 0.02 -1.35 2.47 1× 104
NE 0 -10.52 -10.55 0.15 0.02 -1.46 2.84 > 1× 104
NF 2 -9.74 -9.73 0.15 -0.02 -1.37 2.44 < 1× 104
NB 10 -9.52 -9.51 0.16 -0.01 -1.10 2.23 5× 103
NF 3 -10.54 -10.54 0.16 0.00 -1.31 2.75 1× 104
aRanking by increasing B-I color index. The lowest ranks have the lowest, and
therefore bluest, B-I index. ID is consistent throughout analysis. Those accompa-
nied by asterisks have been determined to be lone stars.
bConcentration index as defined by the magnitude difference between V0.25 and
V2. See §2.2.6 for more details.
cEstimated mass of clusters based on color-color and color magnitude diagram
analysis.
3.2 Discussion
3.2.1 H II Regions in M51: Sizes and Hα Luminosities
The physical parameters of the top 20 H II regions, including region size, luminosity, and
classification, are outlined Table 3.1. Among the top ten most luminous H II regions in M51,
sizes range from diameters of 170 to 550 pc. The top three H II regions are at least 340
pc in diameter, making them at least as large as 30 Doradus in the LMC; however, they
are considerably smaller than the sizes reported in Kennicutt (1988). For the entire H II
region sample, the sector size algorithm (§2.2.2) that uses H II region classifications seems
to sufficiently span most EGHRs by visual inspection; a combined visual classification plus
systematic quantitative approach seems ideal for H II region sizing and component (gas,
stellar) membership.
We used the reported sector-calculated circular sizes to measure the Hα luminosities
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for all the regions in our sample. The top five H II regions (Fig 2.3) in M51 have Hα
luminosities > 1039 erg s−1, making them bonafide EGHRs well-suited to investigate the
starburst phenomenon. While only five of the measured 52 H II regions are bonafide EGHRs,
every H II region in the top 40 have Hα luminosities > 1038 erg s−1, indicating global, ongoing
massive star formation across the disk of M51.
The spatial distributions of Hα emission and stellar groupings, and the intensities of
Hα emission, vary widely across M51 H II regions. We classify the ionized gas and stellar
groupings designated in Table 3.1 (see § 2.2.1 for more information these classifications).
While most H II regions in the top ten have the ionized gas classification of C, indicating
the Hα emission in the region resides closest to stellar groupings, all three stellar grouping
classifications are represented in the sample: 4 MD, 5 ML, and one type S, region NE. The
spatial variety of stellar groupings, combined with concentrated Hα emission, leads to varying
and unique ionized gas distributions. Several H II regions in the sample are dominated by low
surface brightness Hα emission, in particular EGHR NB and region NI; the bluest clusters
in these regions do not necessarily accompany the highest surface brightness emission in
the H II region. The presence of prominent ionized gas filaments (Ef ) also varies among
the top ten, but are more commonly present in H II regions with loosely associated stellar
groupings (ML), such as regions NB, NF, NI, NL, and NQ. No one classification dominates
EGHRs or bright H II regions, indicating that star formation in bright H II regions is a
complex problem. In the following, we discuss whether OB assocations or clusters dominate
the stellar populations and explore triggered modes of star formation.
3.2.2 OB Associations vs. Massive Clusters
It is not clear whether or not more massive H II region complexes are preferentially formed
by OB-associations or massive SSCs; evidence for both scenarios exist in the literature. To
determine whether OB associations or young massive clusters dominate the giant star form-
ing regions in M51, we combine our results from cluster photometry in M51 H II regions
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with a comparison of M51 H II regions to nearby star formation complexes, 30 Doradus and
NGC 604.
Cluster Sample Overview
In the top ten H II regions in M51, 688 cluster candidates remained after selecting MV <
−8.0. In this sample, the most luminous H II regions tend to house the most of these
candidates by a large margin. The five EGHRs contain 524 of the detections: 209 in NB,
116 in NA, 111 in ND, 63 in NC, and 25 in NE. In addition to hosting the most cluster
candidates, the bonafide EGHRs also have the most massive; of the brightest 50 clusters by
B-magnitude, 34 are in EGHRs (Table 3.2). Virtually all investigated H II regions in our
sample appear powered by at least one cluster. EGHRs NA, NB, NC, and NE each have
two massive clusters with MV and MB ≤ −11, a magnitude significantly brighter than most
other clusters in these regions. The most massive cluster candidates in region ND, ND-0, -1,
-4, -5, and -16, do not stand out on the CMD and are less bright than massive clusters in
other M51 EGHRs. This discrepancy may be explained by the increased shearing and gas
flow in the cluster environment at < 3 kpc from the galactic center; formerly massive clusters
in the region may have dispersed in as little as 10 Myr (Bik et al., 2003; Weidner et al., 2010;
Chandar et al., 2011). For M51 H II regions, the most luminous regions generally house not
only multiple clusters, but massive clusters on the scale of R136 in 30 Doradus or larger.
While massive clusters preferentially reside in EGHRs, the 50 bluest clusters in H II
regions do not (Table 3.3). The bluest cluster candidate, NI-0, is in the northeastern portion
of M51 in region NI. Of the 50 bluest clusters in M51, 11 are in region NI; its lack of dense
cold gas may mean lower extinction levels and therefore bluer measured magnitudes than
elsewhere in the galaxy (Dobashi et al., 2008), though the line fraction of warm to cold gas
in region NI is distinctively high (see §3.1.3 for details). Other blue clusters with ages log
tyr) < 6.6 exist in eastern portions of M51 (regions NG, NF, and NJ). Despite the dense gas
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in region NG, it contains ≈ 7 candidates with upper age limits of log tyr ∼ 6.6, among the
most youthful in the entire galaxy.
Among the bonafide EGHRs with Hα luminosity greater than 1039 erg s−1, region NA
has the bluest clusters and the highest surface brightness Hα emission. It precedes region
NB in its southwestern spiral arm and contains fewer, but younger, clusters than region NB.
In contrast, regions NC and ND have the fewest massive cluster candidates, and appear
older in comparison to the other EGHRs before extinction corrections (Table 3.3). Besides
region NA, the youngest clusters in H II regions tend to favor the eastern half of the galaxy,
and the most youthful populate areas approaching the interacting companion galaxy, NGC
5195.
Comparison of M51 EGHRs with 30 Doradus and NGC 604
NGC 604 and 30 Doradus are the two nearest examples of an OB association and cluster-
driven EGHR, respectively, producing integrated Hα luminosities of 4.5×1039 and 1.5×1040
erg s−1, respectively (Kennicutt, 1984). At the center of 30 Dor is R136, a compact, young
massive star cluster with stellar mass ∼ 9× 104M (Cignoni et al., 2015) and age estimates
ranging from 4-5 Myr via low mass stars, with younger massive stars 1-5 Myr (Hunter et al.,
1995); more recent estimates are as low as 1.5 Myr based on spectra of the present O-type
stars (Cignoni et al., 2015). Nearby R136 is Hodge 301, an “old” cluster with age estimate
of 20-25 Myr (Grebel & Chu, 2000). In contrast to 30 Dor, NGC 604 is a SOBA spanning
200 pc, powered by an association of 200 OB stars with ages between 3-5 Myr (Hunter et al.,
1996). NGC 604 has larger overall stellar mass than R136 of ∼ 3.8 × 105 M (Eldridge &
Relan˜o, 2011). To identify EGHRs like 30 Doradus and NGC 604 in M51, we compare the
integrated luminosities and appearance of the ionized gas, and the age spreads and masses
of the constituent cluster candidates.
H II regions in M51 are less luminous than both canonical EGHRs: the brightest EGHR
in M51 is region NA, with integrated Hα luminosity 2.2× 1039 erg s−1. The top five EGHRs
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have Hα luminosities above 1039 erg s−1, and the top 20 H II regions have luminosities above
1038 erg s−1; widespread massive star formation is underway across the galactic disk. This
result may signify that though star formation is abundant in M51, the cluster members of
our H II regions are collectively older than the youngest stars in 30 Doradus or NGC 604.
To qualitatively compare M51 H II regions, we apply our ionized gas and stellar classifica-
tions (§2.2.1) to 30 Doradus and NGC 604. With resolutions degraded to 8.4 Mpc (Fig 1.1),
we first assign the classification S to 30 Doradus based on the single, central appearance of
R136. The Hα emission is concentrated on R136 but extends to many filaments for which
we then designate the ionized gas classification Ef . In NGC 604, the stellar populations
appear distributed with no clear dominating center, and the Hα emission is extended and
filamentary, for which we assign the combined classification ML Ef .
EGHR NE is the only EGHR in M51 with stellar classification S like 30 Doradus; the
primary difference between these regions is that region NE has low-mass clusters. Classifica-
tions aside, 30 Dor most closely resembles EGHR NC in continuum and Hα bands (Fig 1.1).
Similar to 30 Dor, Region NC has Hα filaments and loops characteristic of stellar energy
feedback and central tendency of its Hα emission near its most massive clusters. Unlike 30
Doradus, EGHR NC has two dominating clusters at its center, NC-1 and NC-4, with mini-
mum masses less than the mass of R136. Without identifying levels of extinction in region
NC, it is unrealistic to estimate true cluster ages for NC-1 and NC-4; however, the lower
overall Hα luminosity of region NC may indicate that it is older and may well represent a
future evolutionary stage of 30 Dor.
In fact, very few clusters in M51 H II regions are comparable to the total stellar mass of
R136. Without extinction corrections, our reported magnitudes estimate minimum cluster
masses on a B vs. B − I CMD; several clusters may have corrected stellar masses to match
that of R136, including NB-13, NB-1, NA-0, NG-8, and NB-11 (Table 3.2). Only one young
massive cluster, NB-13, and two intermediate-aged clusters, NB-93 and NA-34, approach
105M. This apparent cluster mass upper limit is consistent with the 105 M mass cut-off
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determined by Gieles et al. (2006), but several of our clusters extincted by dust likely have
intrinsic masses exceeding this limit. We confirm the inferred trend (see §3.2.2) that the
most massive clusters are located in the brightest H II regions, and only the largest EGHRs,
NA and NB, have clusters close to the mass of R136 in 30 Dor.
In contrast to 30 Doradus, NGC 604 is more irregular in its spatial distribution of stars
and ionized gas and loosely resembles M51 EGHRs with the same ML classification. Region
NB, classified as ML Ef , has distributed stellar groupings that unlike NGC 604, contain
several massive clusters. The ionized gas in region NB is discontinuous across the ridge
and spans a much greater scale than NGC 604. EGHR ND has high surface brightness Hα
emission, but few looping filaments characteristic of NGC 604. Additionally, it is unlikely
that EGHR ND is a scaled OB association, as many of its highly extincted constituents have
minimum cluster masses of 104 M (Fig 3.11 c,d). Since most bright H II regions in M51
have confirmed massive clusters, we determine that an analogous EGHR to NGC 604 does
not exist in our sample. More M51 H II regions collectively resemble 30 Doradus than they
resemble NGC 604, in part due to the prevalence of massive clusters in M51.
3.2.3 Global vs. Local Star Formation Mechanisms
The Hα luminosity and the cluster spatial distributions, masses, and ages allow us to consider
modes of formation for the H II regions in M51, and we focus our attention on the authentic
EGHRs in our sample. While it is unrealistic to determine unequivocally the role of quiescent
formation in M51, spatial distributions of young, massive clusters in individual giant H II
regions and within the entire galactic disk may elucidate conditions in which the starburst
phenomenon occurs. Our discussion begins with a census of bright H II regions throughout
the galaxy, a discussion on the potential for triggering by spiral density waves (§3.2.3), and
the role of the interacting dwarf galaxy NGC 5195 (§3.2.3).
For globally induced star formation, we expect to see bright H II regions throughout the
disk of the galaxy. In M51, the sampled regions satisfy this critereon, as they occupy varying
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distances and directions from the galactic center from 2.3 kpc to over 7 kpc. Region distance
does not appear to correlate with the shape and size of the regions; the top three EGHRs lie
in the outer spiral arms of M51, > 5 kpc away from the galactic center in different galactic
regions, but the 4th brightest region ND is closer at < 3 kpc. EGHR NE is distant and far
downstream the prominent southwestern spiral arm in which EGHRs NA and NB reside, and
has very concentrated Hα emission. Regions NB and ND have similar ridge-like morphology
but have contrasting distances from the center. In the top 20 H II regions, only one region
is < 2 kpc away from the center. Almost all of the bright H II regions in M51 are found in
the spiral arms, except region NI. The scatter of bright H II regions across the galaxy may
indicate that global, disruptive phenomena are responsible for EGHR formation. Below, we
explore the implications of spiral density waves on starbursts for the brightest EGHRs in
M51.
Spiral Density Waves
Spiral density waves (SDWs) can explain why spiral arms are not observed to be tightly
wound (Lin & Shu, 1964) and can dynamically trigger star formation in disk galaxies
(Roberts, 1969). Observational evidence for SDWs has been discovered in M51 via measure-
ment of spatial offsets between types of gas emission that may be affected by a propagating
SDW (Louie et al. (2013) and references therein); at the SDW front, upstream molecular
gas has yet to be perturbed, and downstream gas may be laden with star formation post
perturbation, producing measurable offsets between star formation tracers and colder gas.
In addition, Egusa et al. (2011) used M51 observations of ionized and molecular gas to pro-
pose a mechanism for giant molecular association star formation. They proposed that clouds
collide and form giant molecular associations at the spiral arm interface, that then condense
to form stars much like GMC cores. They observed these condensed clumps downstream in
the spiral arm.
In several spiral arm regions we investigate, we observe significant spatial offsets between
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high surface brightness Hα emission and the densest CO(1-0) detection. In the northeastern
spiral arm, which originates just west of the galactic center, EGHR NC and H II region NI
are separated from dense CO(1-0) (Fig 3.10). According to the density wave theory, the
orientation of the arms in M51 indicate that SDWs rotate counter clockwise; regions NC
and NI may have already encountered the density wave whereas it has just begun to trigger
star formation in the molecular gas that congests the inner spiral arm. We also observe this
north of the galactic center (Fig 3.13) where H II regions NH, ND, and NK reside. EGHR
ND shows significant reddening of clusters and/or stars in the ridge portion closest to the
galactic center where there is abundant CO(1-0) (§3.1.4) and may be forming new stars at
the SDW interface. These gas offsets in M51 spiral arm segments are significant evidence
for the spiral density wave theory of star formation.
In addition to global gas offsets in spiral arms, at distal radii from the galactic center, gas
clouds from interarm space rotating at a rate less than the SDW corotation radius can be
swept up by the SDW. A density wave can initiate gas overdensities in downstream material
(Louie et al., 2013), producing conditions ripe for collect-and-collapse (Elmegreen & Lada,
1977) to become important. Bonafide giant H II region NB (§3.1.2) exhibits a unique cluster
spatial distribution that may be traced back to an SDW-overtaken molecular cloud. EGHR
NB lies > 5 kpc from the galactic center in the prominent southwestern spiral arm and
dominates the Hα and continuum luminosity in its area; NB forms a ridge of clusters and
stars spanning ' 700 pc, perpendicular to the spiral arm orientation. In the formation of
EGHR NB, an upstream gas cloud, further from the galactic center than present-day EGHR
NB, may have been perturbed by the spiral density wave simultaneously across the cloud.
Alternatively, if sequential star formation were instead triggered across the ridge from
previous generations, we would expect an age gradient of clusters due to lengthy propagation
timescales. Observationally, this age gradient would manifest as a B− I gradient across the
ridge.
We test the feasability of the SDW theory in EGHR NB by considering both cluster
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ages across the ridge and the necessary timescales for previous generations to affect material
across the ridge. Propagation timescales are dependent upon the medium through which
kinematics travel. If the gas in the ridge is completely ionized, tcross will be shorter than if
molecular gas dominates in portions of the ridge due to a decreased sound speed:
Cs =
√
kBT
µ
(3.1)
where µ is the mean molecular weight, and T is the temperature of the gas through which the
sound propagates. To estimate a minimum tcross, we calculate a maximum propagation speed
by assuming the gas across the region is ionized hydrogen at 104 K. With these parameters,
Cs ' 13 km s−1, similar to the sound speed in kinematic measurements of H II region
superbubbles in the LMC (Naze´ et al., 2001). At this speed, a wave may propagate across
the entire ridge no faster than tcross ∼ 50 Myr; in region NB, we measure a color differential
for the youngest clusters across the spiral arm of < 0.05 magnitudes and could not have
formed 50 Myr apart. 50 Myr is also long enough for previous generations of massive O-
type and late-type B stars to have evolved off the main-sequence (Cox, 2000) such that the
Hα surface brightness across the ridge should vary, with older regions containing fewer high
surface brightness Hα emission, which is not observed (Fig 3.5).
Alternatively, the youngest clusters in region NB largely reside on either end; star for-
mation may have began in the region center and spread laterally across the spiral arm from
the inside out. NB-74, 173, -179, -183 are evolved massive cluster candidates residing in
the ridge center with ages up to 100 Myr, but are difficult to disambiguate on the CMD
with evolved stars (Fig 3.6). These potentially older sources are important when considering
previous generation sequential star formation from the region center, but we also observe
similarly evolved clusters in the ridge ends. Without detailed kinematics of the ionized gas,
it is difficult to favor any one theory, be it sequential star formation or SDW triggering. We
must learn both the local extinction in these regions and the movement of ionized gas via
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spectroscopic studies of Hα throughout the region to further legitimize or discard the SDW
theory, but evidence for SDWs is apparent in the distribution of both molecular and ionized
gas in starbursting spiral arms, and in the morphology of EGHR NB.
Global Triggering via NGC 5195
On more global scales, NGC 5194 is undergoing an interaction with the dwarf galaxy NGC
5195, located > 10 kpc northeast to its center. Despite the mounting evidence suggesting the
importance of mergers in galaxy evolution throughout the merger scenario (see the canonical
example addressed in Whitmore & Schweizer (1995) of the Antennae galaxies), the signifi-
cance may be different for minor mergers. In a scenario of a low mass ratio merger, where a
less massive galaxy interacts with a much larger galaxy as is the case with M51, simulations
presented by Mihos & Hernquist (1994) indicate the star formation rate does not escalate in
the larger galaxy until the interacting dwarf is near amalgamation with the massive galaxy
center. In the final stages of merging, disk gas that was not consumed in the early merger
stages is strongly torqued to the galactic center, inducing a major nuclear starburst. This
merger-induced burst may also be dependent on the size of the pre-merger bulge of the larger
galaxy, such that high redshift galaxies with larger bulges undergo more dramatic nuclear
starburst. In addition, relative orientation of the interacting pair are important, in particular
for inducing disk-wide star formation (Mihos et al., 1992).
The shape of M51 is consistent with the predictions that a minor merger induces forma-
tion of two dominating spiral arms in the larger galaxy. Additionally, NGC 5194/5 have a
large visual angular separation of ∼ 10 kpc, which may indicate that M51 is in the early
stages of a minor merger scenario proposed by Mihos & Hernquist (1994); based on this sce-
nario, the presence of NGC 5195, at present, plays little role in the active bursts of EGHRs
across the galactic disk. Conversely, we confirm observations performed by Calzetti et al.
(2005) note the larger prevalence of Hα emitting regions in the northeastern spiral arm,
closest to the interacting dwarf NGC 5195. In our detailed investigations of clusters, we
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add that this northeastern quadrant of the galaxy dominates the prevalence of the youngest
clusters measured in bright H II regions (Table 3.3).
Within this busy spiral arm region, we specificially investigate EGHR NC, and bright H II
regions NI and NF. Region NI is the closest to the companion dwarf galaxy considered in this
study and is the only bright H II region not embedded in a spiral arm. Overall, region NI has
the bluest cluster candidates in all of M51, but this region may also have the lowest gas and
dust concentrations and therefore the lowest extinction levels of the sample. Nevertheless,
we find moderate clusters of nearly 1 × 104 M in region NI (Fig 3.18) at very young ages
that may have been influenced by NGC 5195. While the merger may not induce greater
disk-wide star formation events until more evolved (Mihos & Hernquist, 1994), a previous
prograde flyby of the companion may have affected the star formation (Mihos et al., 1992)
in the northeast quadrant of M51.
3.2.4 Giant H II Region Evolution
Giant H II regions in M51 are large, complex distributions of clusters, gas, and dust with a
wide variety of spatial morphologies. One question we aim to address is whether giant H II
regions become giant via a large, single burst of star formation, producing large groupings of
young, massive clusters sua sponte (or triggered through alternate mechanisms like SDWs),
or if giant H II regions grow with successive generations of stars. While several H II regions
in M51 show evidence for simultaneous formation (see §3.2.3 for more information about
triggered regions NB and ND), star formation may be sequential in other giant H II regions.
Sequential Star Formation
The collect-and-collapse theory (Elmegreen & Lada, 1977) allows for star formation to prop-
agate in giant H II regions in sequence. Once the host stellar generation is formed, stellar
feedback producing ionizing outflows and radiation trigger the formation of future genera-
tions, whereby local gas and dust is swept up and collected. This permits H II regions to
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maintain high surface brightness Hα emission beyond the evolution of their first massive OB
stars, whereby massive stellar populations are replenished by previous generation triggering.
Sequentially formed stars would be found accompanying signs of previous generation stellar
evolution and/or energy feedback; for example, large ionized gas filaments that are alongside
nearby younger stars or clusters. We might expect to see a central, progenitor cluster sur-
rounded by peripheral stars in an ionized gas shell, or a string of clusters with a significant
age gradient.
For sequentially formed H II regions in M51, we expect to measure a cluster age spread
probed by a B − I gradient. An older generation with evolved massive stars would produce
less blue continuum emission, and contain clusters and stellar groupings red in comparison
with higher B − I values. Age gradients have been observed in giant H II regions, including
the < 1.5 Myr young stars in the periphery of R136 (Walborn et al. (1999) and references
therein). Other nearby GHRs exhibit evidence for sequential star formation, including N11
(Parker et al., 1992) and NGC 604 (Mart´ınez-Galarza et al., 2012). As is the case of new stars
surrounding R136 in 30 Doradus, sequential star formation may occur close to the originating
cluster alongside signs of stellar energy feedback. Gas kinematics traced via Hα spectra are
an important factor for determining sequential star formation due to stellar energy feedback,
and one we cannot explore in detail in this study due to current observational limitations.
In the absence of detailed spectroscopy, several giant H II regions in M51 may be evolving
sequentially and are candidates for follow-up study. In particular, bonafide EGHR NC
contains a suggestive spatial distribution of young star clusters. In the northeastern portion
of this region, a prominent Hα loop, ' 50 pc from the central massive clusters NC-1 and NC-
4, appears coincident with very blue objects NC-2 and NC-3 (Fig 3.9), such that the feedback
from the central clusters that caused the loop provided ideal conditions for continued star
formation. The proximity of NC-2 and NC-3 to a loop caused by stellar energy feedback
means they likely formed sequentially from the same phenomenon.
Bonafide giant H II region NA also shows evidence for sequential triggering. A sequence
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of redder clusters snakes north towards the bright central patch containing the youngest and
most massive clusters (Fig 3.1 c). Star formation may have progressed from the southern
end of the region north into the patch. Dense 19-σ molecular CO surrounds the patch
further north (Fig 3.1), portions of which were consumed forming the youngest clusters the
gas borders to the north. The remaining gas may fuel future star formation generations,
though the presence of gas may not be a reliable predicter of future bouts of star formation
in starburst galaxies (Jaskot et al., 2015).
The patch of region NA is home to some of the bluest clusters in all of M51, despite the
high levels of extinction that may be associated with the molecular gas (Dobashi et al., 2008).
Unlike 30 Doradus, we cannot further disentangle clusters from stars using continuum data
for the redder snaking stellar sequence; in the regions of 0.5 < B−I < 1 and −10 < B < −8
on the CMD, evolved single massive stars and older generations of massive clusters are
confused. NA-19, -30, -41, -43 are visually extended in the B-continuum and fall within this
region of ambiguity and are critical for determining the star formation history in the region,
particularly for the older objects that preceded formation of the Hα patch in region NA.
Nevertheless, the potential for older cluster candidates leading north into the bright patch
signals that star formation occurred in sequence in EGHR NA.
EGHR NE is also a candidate for sequential formation, as its red clusters form a sharp
B − I gradient that ends on the youngest massive clusters in the region (§3.1.5). Due to
the steep R2−1/1−0 > 9.0 indicative of molecular gas excitation due to very young, hot stars,
paired with the high surface brightness Hα emission, we conclude that despite its distant
location in the galaxy, region NE is proliferating via sequential formation from its older
stellar generations.
Several other bright H II regions in M51 have multiple generations of stars like EGHRs
NC, NA, and NE; however, with our present data it is impossible to determine if sequential
star formation is important in these regions without quantitative measurements of the ionized
gas kinematics and better characterization of the extinction affecting cluster magnitudes and
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colors. If sequential star formation is important in giant H II region evolution, and may well
be given the evidence in EGHRs NA and NC, we may be able to predict future growth of giant
H II regions in galaxies if very young massive clusters are detected. Optical spectroscopic
studies are ideal for follow-up to investigate ionized gas dynamics around massive clusters.
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Chapter 4
Giant H II Regions in M83
4.1 Description of the Top 3 H II Regions
4.1.1 Region M83-NA
Region NA is the most luminous H II region in M83, with integrated L(Hα) = 6.6 × 1038
erg s−1. NA is located 2.2 kpc directly west of the galactic center in a spiral arm segment
busy with star forming regions (Fig 2.2). The Hα surface brightness is irregular, spanning its
sector-calculated size of ' 280 pc based on its ML classification (§2.2.2, Fig 4.1 b). Diffuse
Hα emission dominates in region NA; evidence of stellar energy feedback manifests in two
large loops that extend from, and reconnect to, the brightest Hα emission. Further from the
region center, the diffuse emission drops off further and several small, bright H II regions
contribute to the integrated Hα luminosity of region NA.
Central to the high surface brightness Hα emission are several cluster candidates with
maximum ages ∼ 4.3 Myr: NA-0, NA-1, NA-2, and NA-4, the most massive of which is
NA-4, with M > 104 M, all which slightly favor east of the center (Fig 4.1 c). These
clusters are within one of two major filamentary loops in region NA. Numerous older cluster
candidates surround these central clusters, including NA-36, -41, 46, -50, -58, -79, and -94.
NA-79 and NA-94 may be 105 M, ∼ 500 Myr clusters, or 104 M 10-12 Myr clusters,
the latter of which is more likely due to the proximal high surface brightness Hα emission.
Despite our methods for ruling out potential stars, it is unrealistic to say definitively that
This chapter is in preparation for submission to the The Astrophysical Journal under the authorship
Evans, J., Foreman, G., & Chu, Y.-H.
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Figure 4.1 Region M83-NA (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative
B-I colors; (b) Hα with 5, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ integrated line intensity W(CO) contours (corre-
sponding to dotted black, yellow, blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0).
Background σ level measured as 2.45 K km s−1 (beam size 15 as). Image boxes are 500
pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region M83-NA; box is 150
pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled in color-
order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction error
indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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NA-94 and other nearby older cluster candidates are, in fact, clusters. Based on Q1, Q3, and
absolute magnitudes alone, we cannot rule out the possibility of red supergiant stars. This
has important implications for tracing the star formation history of this region (§5.3). Of
note is the intersection of NA-3 north of the region center with one of the two aforementioned
ionized gas loops, which is similarly juxtaposed to the bright young cluster candidates near a
prominent loop in M51-NC. NA-3 has low concentration index (2.17) and may be a supergiant
with MV ∼ −7.7. This star is relatively isolated from other blue detections resolved in this
study.
While most of the ionized gas in region NA can be attributed to nearby blue clusters
or stars, the knot of high surface brightness Hα emission in the northwest portion of the
region has no such seed cluster. NA-43, -90, -118, -148, -167, and -187 are all very red
(B− I > 0.5) with high CI values indicative of large sizes, and negative U −B < −1 colors.
There are several possibilities for these objects: (1) some may be evolved clusters seeding
a new population of stars which are yet unobservable, producing bright Hα emission; (2)
few may be evolving stars. Given the coincident Hα emission, several of these objects by
visual inspection are extended enough (NA-43, NA-90) to be clusters but could be heavily
extincted. In addition, this group of potential clusters and/or stars lie between the two
ionized gas loops that extend from the center of NA (Fig 4.1 b).
We find numerous red stars in the periphery of region NA (Fig 4.1 a) with few blue
exceptions. Aside from the peripheral stars, we do not observe an age gradient of stars or
clusters in region NA by color alone; blue stars and/or clusters, while mostly localized to
the region center, are also found north of the center with luminous Hα emission.
The intensity of CO(1-0) as measured by the Nobeyama 45-m telescope is shown in
Figure 4.1 b. In general, Tilanus & Allen (1993) found that molecular CO is prevalent
around the star forming regions of spiral arms in M83. While the spatial resolution of the
radio observations we adopt in this study is less than the CARMA+Nobeyama observations
we use in M51, we confirm that in region NA 5-σ CO(1-0) emission appears coincident with
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all of the bright Hα emission and much of the spiral arm itself, and 10-σ CO(1-0) with the
eastern portion of the region.
The amount of interstellar gas in region NA may be related to its position in M83. Region
NA is outside of the galactic bar but close to the galactic center < 3 kpc near bright H II
regions NI and NL (Fig 2.2). Of note is a reduction in Hα surface brightness between the
end of the bar (near H II regions NC, NG, and NT), and the beginning of the spiral arm
where region NA resides.
4.1.2 Region M83-NB
Region NB is the second brightest H II region in M83, embedded 1.8 kpc northeast of the
galactic center in the galactic bar and emits an integrated Hα luminosity of 5.25× 1038 erg
s−1. High surface brightness Hα emission forms an east-west bar surrounded by more diffuse
filaments (Fig 4.2 b) encased in the ∼ 230 pc diameter of region M83-NB. Individual resolved
H II regions are scattered throughout the filamentary emission. While the Hα emission is
irregularly distributed, central to the H II region is a bright Hα knot at approximately
13h37m4.608s, -29◦50′58.50′′, caused by the massive cluster M83-NB-5.
Dominating the stellar populations is central cluster NB-5 with minimum mass 2.5× 104
M and maximum age ∼ 4 Myr as estimated by the B vs. B − I CMD (Fig 4.2 c,d).
Among the top three H II regions in M83, NB-5 is easily the most massive young cluster
candidate. We estimate NB-5 has B-magnitude MB = −11.59 after aperture correction
in the V EGAMAG system, which is in fair agreement with the HLA DAOPHOT catalog
(ABMAGMB = −10.92), and good agreement with the HLA SExtractor catalog (ABMAG
MB = −11.23). In the B-filter, the zeropoints of the ABMAG and V EGAMAG systems
are within 0.2 magnitudes and can be compared within error.
NB-5 is surrounded by many cluster candidates that have CI > 2.3 but ambiguous colors
on the CMD. Based on the extinction-free colors, we identify several clusters in the periphery
of NB-5, including NB-6, -11, -17, -36, and -47. NB-101 may be either an evolved 105 M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Figure 4.2 Region M83-NB (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative
B-I colors; (b) Hα with 5, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ integrated line intensity W(CO) contours (corre-
sponding to dotted black, yellow, blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0).
Background σ level measured as 2.45 K km s−1 (beam size 15 as). Image boxes are 500
pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region M83-NB; box is 150
pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled in color-
order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction error
indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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cluster based on its CMD position, Q1 and Q3 colors, and lack of accompanying high surface
brightness Hα emission, or very bright star. Outside of these central cluster candidates,
NB-6 is less massive (< 103 M). Aside from NB-5 and NB-6, there are no apparent color
gradients in region NB. Numerous dim, red point sources, likely red giant or supergiant stars,
lie east of the bright, central knot containing NB-0.
The clusters are surrounded by high levels of optical extinction, which is apparent in
reduction of blue continuum (Fig 4.2 a). The extinction appears strongest bordering the
southern portion of region NB where the highest intensity of CO(1-0) is detected. Over the
entire galaxy, the strongest intensity of CO(1-0) is located in the neighborhood of region NB
in the galactic bar and peaks at the nucleus.
4.1.3 Region M83-NC
Like region NA, NC is a bright H II region within the galactic bar, 2.2 kpc southwest from
the galactic center. Though NC is the third brightest region by Hα luminosity, NC has some
of the highest surface brightness Hα emission among the three H II regions we investigate,
forming a distinct, segmented C-shape (Fig 4.3 b) not unlike M51-ND. NC is surrounded by
other active star-forming regions that populate the large the spiral arm bend where the spiral
bar branches out into a spiral arm (Fig 2.2). Numerous individual H II regions surround NC,
particularly to the west of the region, away from the galactic center. Dim filaments extend
from the brightest Hα emission towards the galactic center.
The C-shape Hα ridge is rife powered by very young cluster candidates and/or young
stars. NC-0, -1, -3, and -6 are probable clusters, with high CI values and characteristic
extinction-free Q1 and Q3 colors. In the absence of extinction corrections for the plane of
M83, these candidates have a minimum mass between 5− 7.5× 103 M. If these are indeed
clusters, they form an age gradient where the bluest (NC-0) lie more north, and redder
clusters more south.
Many visually apparent clusters and stars in Figure 4.3 c are not a part of the final star
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Figure 4.3 Region M83-NC (a) B -band continuum image with clusters in representative
B-I colors; (b) Hα with 5, 10, 13, 16, 19-σ integrated line intensity W(CO) contours (corre-
sponding to dotted black, yellow, blue, red, and solid black lines, respectively) of CO(1-0).
Background σ level measured as 2.45 K km s−1 (beam size 15 as). Image boxes are 500
pc/side. (c) Blue continuum overlay of cluster candidates in region M83-NC; box is 150
pc/side. (d) B vs. B-I color-magnitude diagram with cluster candidates labelled in color-
order (lowest number assigned to lowest B-I ). Total aperture + aperture correction error
indicated for several bright cluster candidates in the H II region.
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Figure 4.4 Identical to Figure 4.3 c,d for Region M83-NC with magnitude errors relaxed
to allow photometric detections with merr ' 1.5 into the sample.
or cluster candidate sample due to high magnitude errors. For comparison, Figure 4.4 shows
the same section of region NC with a more relaxed magnitude error cut-off of 1.5 mag; the
cluster candidate selection process eliminates clusters with errors > 0.5 in M51, and > 0.7
in M83 (§2.2.4). Most of these detections are eliminated due to high I-band errors, where
crowding due to numerous unresolved red stars transmit diffuse flux within the uncorrected
aperture. I-band magnitudes measured in M83 H II regions may have higher magnitude
errors than M51, as the H II regions we investigate in M83 are both closer to the galactic
center than those in M83, and closer to Earth for improved transmission from individual
stars.
Of the top three H II regions, M83-NC has the largest intensity of nearby CO(1-0)
(Fig 3.15 b), due in part to its location. Region NC is one of many star forming regions near
the galactic bar-spiral arm turn-off in the southwestern quadrant of M83, close to bright
H II regions NG and NT and large amounts of decentralized, potentially stochastic star
formation.
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Table 4.1. Top 20 H II Regions in M83
Region IDa Class αJ2000 δJ2000 D (pc) L(Hα)
b Hα
Hα+[N II]
c dGC(kpc)
M83-NA 3*, III ML 13
h36m52.64s -29◦51′47.28′′ 279.04 38.82 0.683 2.22 W
M83-NB –, II ML 13
h37m 4.65s -29◦50′58.56′′ 226.50 38.72 1.76 NE
M83-NC 5* ML 13
h36m54.85s -29◦53′8.78′′ 240.80 38.72 0.661 2.23 SW
M83-ND –,IV ML 13
h37m 4.78s -29◦49′25.64′′ 257.83 38.60 3.55 NE
M83-NE 8*, I ML 13
h37m 1.40s -29◦51′26.33′′ 145.51 38.59 0.649 0.75 N
M83-NF ML 13
h36m55.79s -29◦49′51.52′′ 279.92 38.51 3.05 NW
M83-NG ML 13
h36m52.81s -29◦52′49.81′′ 164.51 38.46 2.43 SW
M83-NH ML 13
h37m10.00s -29◦49′11.14′′ 242.43 38.45 4.54 NE
M83-NI 4* ML 13
h36m53.18s -29◦51′33.09′′ 128.43 38.41 0.600 2.14 W
M83-NJ ML 13
h36m51.03s -29◦50′39.51′′ 188.08 38.42 3.19 NW
M83-NK ML 13
h36m54.27s -29◦50′42.50′′ 148.84 38.38 2.44 NW
M83-NL ML 13
h36m52.80s -29◦51′10.34′′ 119.46 38.35 2.44 NW
M83-NM 9* ML 13
h37m 8.34s -29◦52′12.76′′ 177.65 38.34 0.654 2.26 E
M83-NN ML 13
h37m 7.00s -29◦49′35.69′′ 182.32 38.32 3.67 NE
M83-NO ML 13
h37m 7.47s -29◦51′ 6.56′′ 131.43 38.27 2.26 NE
M83-NP MD 13
h37m 8.61s -29◦52′30.46′′ 131.45 38.24 2.40 SE
M83-NQ ML 13
h37m 0.56s -29◦54′18.72′′ 170.84 38.20 3.05 S
M83-NR MD 13
h36m53.77s -29◦48′49.45′′ 123.40 38.19 4.58 NW
M83-NS MD 13
h36m53.19s -29◦52′58.00′′ 104.59 38.14 2.44 SW
M83-NT MD 13
h37m 3.40s -29◦54′1.64′′ 122.01 38.13 2.78 SE
aAlternative IDs from Bresolin & Kennicutt (2002) and Dufour et al. (1980), respectively. Starred entries have
reported line fluxes from Bresolin & Kennicutt (2002) for computing Hα
Hα+[N II]
local to the H II region.
bLogarithmic luminosity reported in units of erg s−1.
cRatios estimated from line fluxes reported in Bresolin & Kennicutt (2002). In the absence of individual line
fluxes, H II regions are assigned Hα
Hα+[N II]
' 0.644 (§2.1.1).
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4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 H II Regions in M83: Sizes and Hα Luminosities
Across the sample, the top 20 H II regions in M83 have luminosities > 1.34 × 1038 erg s−1,
but no bonafide EGHRs that reach the 1039 erg s−1 cut-off are among them. Virtually all of
the H II regions are irregularly shaped, which is tied to their popular ML classification; the
stellar groupings are distributed and de-centralized. In addition to their asymmetric shapes,
H II regions in M83 scale no larger than 280 pc, and only six of the top 20 H II regions are
as large as 200 pc. In some cases, the sector size algorithm includes small, peripheral H II
regions as members of the target region.
The smaller bright H II regions in M83 are also in close proximity to the galactic center, a
result consistent with other barred spirals (Buta, 1988) and may have implications for their
constituent stars and clusters.
4.2.2 OB Associations vs. Massive Clusters
Among the top three H II regions, only M83-NB contains a young, massive cluster, NB-5.
M83-NA and M83-NC host possible lower-massed clusters but most of these detections fall in
degenerate CMD space that make it impossible to differentiate between evolutionary stages
of clusters and stars. Even with the MV < −8 magnitude cut-off we implement to exclude
stars from the cluster sample, supergiant stars can breach this magnitude limit.
In the case of M83, we cannot further conclude whether or not EGHRs are primarily
cluster or OB association-driven; for one, the sample includes only one young, massive
cluster. Secondarily, the primary H II regions are not on the scale of EGHRs in M51 or
canonical H II regions 30 Dor and NGC 604. Despite these results, it is important to
compare these H II regions to a sample from other galaxies to best determine the possible
environments in which giant H II regions do (and do not) form.
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Comparison of M83 H II Regions with 30 Doradus and NGC 604
The bright H II regions in M83 are wholly unlike both 30 Dor and NGC 604 with regards
to Hα luminosity, physical scale, and in the case of 30 Doradus, existence of young, massive
clusters. M83-NB is the only bright H II region among the top three with a massive cluster,
the minimum mass of which is 2.5× 104 M. While this cluster is significantly less massive
than R136 (∼ 9 × 104M from Cignoni et al., 2015), it is also not the only source of high
surface brightness Hα emission in NB. The irregular shape of region NB is caused by multiple
groupings of stars (hence its ML classification), with only one massive cluster in a single
knot (§4.1.2).
As with M83-NB and most of the top 20 H II regions in M83, we also classify NGC
604 as ML due to its spatially distributed stellar populations. Despite this similarity, the
Hα luminosity of NB is almost an order of magnitude less than either NGC 604 and 30
Doradus. The story is the same for regions M83-NA and M83-NC; though they share the
ML classification, they are much less luminous. Though regularly toted as a starburst
galaxy, M83 does not have the corresponding giant H II regions in its disk. By elucidating
the formation mechanisms of the less luminous H II regions in M83, we may further narrow
down the recipe for producing starbursts the likes of 30 Dor and NGC 604.
4.2.3 Star Formation Mechanisms in M83
Sequential Star Formation
In the three H II regions presented, we identify some evidence to support sequential star
formation as a means of EGHR propagation. The central clusters and stars of M83-NA pro-
duce two bright, ionized loops that connect segments of high surface brightness Hα emission,
but only one blue star is found at the apex of the loops. NA-3 is a possible supergiant that
lies on the northern boundary of one loop (Fig 4.1 b,c), the formation of which may have
been caused by stellar energy feedback in a similar fashion to the young sources near the
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prominent loop in M51-NC (Fig 3.8 b,c). In addition, region M83-NB is the only bright H II
region we investigate in M83 to host a young, massive cluster. M83-NB-5 is surrounded by
stars and less massive clusters in the northeastern bar of M83; we find no clear age gradi-
ent in NB-5 to substantiate sequential star formation unless a peripheral intermediate-mass
cluster seeded its formation. Interestingly, region NB is one of the few star forming regions
located in the galactic bar.
A small color gradient manifests from north-to-south in region M83-NC, excepting that
the southern “redder” portion of the H II region may be strongly affected by dust. Stellar
populations in region NC may have been “mixed”, as the bar end in which it is located
churns both constituent stars and interstellar gas (Renaud et al., 2015). The dynamics of
the bar likely has significant affects on these H II regions that must be considered before we
can identify local star forming mechanisms.
The Role of the Galactic Bar
Recent studies probed the nuclear starburst of M83 which may be fueled by gas streaming
by the galactic bar (Dı´az et al., 2006; Knapen et al., 2010; Mart´ınez-Garc´ıa & Gonza´lez-
Lo´pezlira, 2011). We observe that the brightest H II regions in M83 are located in spiral
arms or bar edges at close distances to the galactic center, a result consistent with star
forming regions in other barred spiral galaxies (Buta, 1988). We consider whether or not
the dynamics produced by the galactic bar which fuel the nuclear burst have consequences
on star formation elsewhere in M83; is there a global tie between the nuclear starburst and
H II regions in the disk?
Few studies focus on the region where the galactic bar meets the spiral arm, called the
bar-spiral arm transition zone (Kenney & Lord, 1991), where we find M83-NC and several
other bright H II regions, M83-NG, M83-NP, and M83-NT. Renaud et al. (2015) modeled
gas dynamics in and around galactic bars to predict the movement of interstellar gas and
locations of star formation. They concluded that at the ends of spiral bars, in the so-called
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transition zones, shearing forces that dissociate clouds within the bar are weaker at the bar
ends, simultaneously allowing gas overdensities to survive to form new stars at the transition
zones and dampening star formation within the bar itself. We find very little star formation
approaching the nucleus, but the significant dust lane discovered in and around the nucleus
may obscure recent star formation in the inner bar (Knapen et al., 2010). The significance
of the bar’s role in M83 star formation bar may be elevated in light of the weaker spiral
density waves measured there (Tilanus & Allen, 1993), though some studies have stressed
the importance of SDWs “giant” H II region formation in M83 (Rumstay & Kaufman, 1983).
Even with an external mechanism like gas flow in bars, we find no EGHRs in M83.
Shearing is especially strong in the galactic bar and may prevent large-scale cloud overden-
sities required to form SSCs. As initiated by the bar, torqued interstellar gas flows towards
the galactic center and may break up large clouds. If such clouds collide with one another,
they may be moving too quickly to produce massive clusters (Whitmore & Schweizer, 1995).
Bars may provide interstellar gas to help star formation ignite, but dynamically dissociate
massive clusters and/or SSCs that drive giant H II region formation.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Summary of M51 Analysis
We present an in-depth analysis of the top 10 H II regions in M51, in which we detail the
spatial distributions and intensities of ionized gas and infer the masses and ages of resident
massive clusters. We pair this analysis with observations of local molecular gas as traced by
CO(1-0). The top 40 H II regions in M51 have uncorrected Hα luminosities > 1038 erg s−1,
five of which are bonafide EGHRs (> 1039 erg s−1), making M51 a suitable lab to investigate
the starburst phenomenon in detail.
The diverse H II region sample is predominantly powered by clusters; we find disk-wide
formation of massive clusters, several of which are bonafide SSCs rivaling the mass of R136 in
30 Doradus. The most luminous EGHRs tend to host the most massive clusters, but cluster
youth depends more on the location in the galaxy; the youngest clusters are predominantly
in the eastern portion of the galaxy, closer to the interacting companion NGC 5195.
We link these populous massive clusters to two formation mechanisms: triggering via
spiral density waves and/or the companion galaxy NGC 5195. Via inspection of the spatial
distribution of molecular and ionized gas, we present evidence that the density wave theory
is responsible for the formation of EGHRs NB, NC, and ND. Enhanced star formation in the
northeastern quadrant of M51, in addition to the very young sources found in the displaced
H II region NI, may be a consequence of the interaction with dwarf galaxy NGC 5195, as
conjectured by Calzetti et al. (2005).
EGHRs in M51 may be evolving via sequential star formation; we find age gradients of
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massive clusters in EGHRs NA, NC, and NE. For example, the lack of surrounding molecular
gas and reduced gas flow in the outer spiral arm where EGHR NE resides may have halted
massive cluster formation were it not for a previous stellar generation.
Follow-up observations are pertinent for the continued study of starbursts in EGHRs. Of
particular importance are the ionized gas kinematics in EGHRs that can lend credence to
the theories of triggered star formation and evolution via the collect-and-collapse theory and
its global manifestations in M51.
5.2 Summary of M83 Analysis
We present an analysis of the top 3 H II regions in M83. We mirror the procedure used
with M51 H II regions for M83 to continue surveying the brightest extragalactic giant H II
regions in nearby galaxies. As with M51, our analysis includes the spatial distribution of
ionized gas, measurements of the integrated Hα luminosities emitted by the ionized gas, and
the masses and age spreads of stars, clusters, and potential SSCs found powering the H II
regions.
Our ionized gas measurements of the three brightest H II regions in M83 yields a lack
of bonafide EGHRs that lie within a short 3 kpc of the galactic center. We find only one
potential SSC NB-5 in our photometric sample in the 2nd most luminous H II region M83-NB.
This possible SSC has minimum mass 2.5× 104 M and maximum age of 4 Myr; correcting
for extinction in the disk would result in bluer B− I colors, resulting in a younger estimated
age. Otherwise, the H II regions are ionized by less massive clusters and/or individual stars.
The formation and subsequent locations of H II regions in M83 may be strongly tied
to the galactic bar; we find a theoretically predicted (Renaud et al., 2015) uptick in star
formation at bar ends, and fewer H II regions in the bars themselves. Previous studies
found that the galactic bar feeds a nuclear starburst, and rotational dynamics of the bar can
gather overdensities in the bar ends, facilitating star formation. The kinematics of this gas
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may force mixing of stars and clusters that remove observational tracers for sequential star
formation, and dissociate massive clusters that can produce EGHRs.
5.3 Physical Implications of M51 and M83 Differences
On large scales, M83 and M51 are both face-on spiral galaxies at 4.5 Mpc and 8.4 Mpc away,
respectively. Both galaxies have two prominent spiral arms rife with active star forming
regions that emit H II which illuminate the presence of young stars and clusters. Despite
superficial similarities, the H II regions in each of these galaxies are very different in terms
of their intergrated luminosities, relative distributions of interstellar gas, and classification
of stellar populations (Figs 5.1, 5.2). We propose that these differences may be attributed to
global characteristics of M51: M51 is undergoing a minor merger with NGC 5195, whereas
M83 is more isolated. The interaction occuring in M51 may drive increased gas flow and
stronger density waves, which may ultimately increase starburst activity. In addition, M51
is a significantly larger galaxy than M83, with a galactic radius upwards of 9 kpc, whereas
the radius of M83 is approximately 5 kpc.
M51 contains five bonafide extragalactic giant H II regions, four of which are dominated
by high surface brightness emission (M51-NA, M51-NC, M51-ND, and M51-NE); however,
no such EGHRs exist in M83. The top three H II regions fall short of the L(Hα) > 1039 erg
s−1 cut-off despite the overall large number of bright H II regions in residence (Table 4.1).
The brightest H II regions in M51 are, in general, more distant from the galactic center
(Fig 5.3). The lack of outer disk H II regions in M83 is not an effect in selection, even though
WFC3 observations do not cover some of the outermost portions of the M83 disk. We do not
believe these outer disk portions will skew the general characteristics of M83 H II regions,
as Thilker et al. (2005) did not discover more massive star clusters in the outer disk versus
the clusters located in the inner disk where our H II region sample is largely confined.
As seen in M51, the most luminous EGHRs generally have at least two massive clusters;
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Figure 5.1 Left: Histograms of the top 20 H II regions in M51, color grouped by classification.
Red denotes type S, blue, type MD, and green, type ML. Right: Identical histograms for
M83. While more M83 H II regions have spatially distributed classifications ML, M51 has
several, much larger H II regions. The classification carries less significance for luminosity,
where M51 H II regions of different classifications are EGHRs with luminosity > 1039 erg
s−1.
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Figure 5.2 Hα (left) and I-band (right) panels of the top 3 H II regions by Hα luminosity
in M51 (left) and M83 (right). Boxes are 750 pc/side. Intensity scaling is matched across
Hα images and across red continuum images. In general, the H II regions in M51 are larger,
brighter, populated by more potential massive clusters, and are further from their respective
galactic center. These differences may be attributed to global phenomenon, including galactic
size and the merging companion in M51.
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Figure 5.3 The top 20 H II regions by Hα luminosity in each of M51 and M83 are indicated
by circles representing their sector-defined sizes (§2.2.2). Region sizes and distances are on
the same linear scale. Pink regions represent the top 20 H II regions in M51; blue regions
indicate the top 20 H II regions in M83. H II regions in M51 are, on average, larger and
more distant from their respective galactic center than their M83 counterparts.
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however, the only M83 H II region with a cluster comparable to those powering M51 EGHRs
is M83-NB. The differences in Hα luminosities and ionized gas distributions are tied to these
differences in stellar populations. M51 preferentially has more massive clusters in its most
luminous H II regions. There are several possible reasons that the brightest H II regions
in M51 have multiple massive clusters, and those in M83 regions do not: (1) the reduced
photometric resolution in M51 as compared to M83 blends neighboring objects together,
resulting in brighter magnitudes and thus higher mass estimates for clusters; (2) clusters in
the inner portions of galaxies and in M83 are more likely to disperse; (3) H II regions in M51
and M83 are driven by contrasting formation mechanisms.
Though it is impossible for now to test the first possibility, the differences in integrated
Hα luminosity may signal that larger amounts of massive stars are born in M51 H II regions.
We consider the second possibility of dispersion via comparison of M51-ND with M83-NC.
The closest H II region resemblance between the galaxies are M51-ND and M83-NC.
While M51-ND is more luminous, the spatial distribution of young clusters and/or stars and
corresponding ionizing gas take on a distinctive “C”-shape in both cases. Neither has a single
dominating host cluster, but several < 104 M potential clusters exhibit an age gradient
down the “C”. These two H II regions are close in proximity to their galactic centers, at
2.59 kpc for M51-ND and 2.23 kpc for M83-NC. Galactic dynamics tied more closely to the
centers of galaxies (e.g gas flow) may dampen the star formation in H II regions at these
distances. For example, cloud-cloud collision speeds are constrained by the motions of their
resultant clusters (Whitmore et al., 2005), and cluster dispersion may be more prominent
close to the centers of galaxies as a result (Bik et al., 2003). These combined effects may be
the reason M51-ND is the only EGHR without a prominent pair of young, massive clusters.
Conversely, while the galactic bar in M83 may torque disk gas towards the nuclear starburst
and therefore provide gas replenishment to areas of the bar, it may also shear and dissociate
GMCs and/or massive clusters. M83-NC is at a bar end, where star formation is ongoing
despite the lack of young, massive clusters. These H II regions are similar in shape and
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in their stellar composition, but due to contrasting environments, are perhaps similar for
coincidental reasons.
The third possibility relates to the global dynamics of star forming galaxies; galactic-
scale phenomena like mergers may explain the differences in Hα luminosities and H II region
cluster masses observed between M51 and M83. In M51, the companion galaxy may affect
star formation across the whole disk propagated via enhancement of spiral density waves.
SDWs can induce star formation (Lin & Shu, 1964; Roberts, 1969) and may be important in
the formation of extragalactic giant H II regions versus their dimmer counterparts (Rumstay
& Kaufman, 1983).
SDWs are evidently weaker in M83; Lord & Kenney (1991) note a spiral arm offset
between the interior dust lane and the molecular ridge. They concluded that the molecular
gas may diffuse throughout the spiral arm whereas in the presence of a stronger density
wave, gas would be strongly shocked to form stars. In addition, Tilanus & Allen (1993) did
not detect streaming motions in the M83 disk, observations of which would be consistent
with stronger SDWs. In our comparison of M51 and M83, M51 exhibits compelling evidence
for SDWs (§1.4.1) while M83 does not. A merger-induced density pattern may be necessary
to form the young massive clusters we observe powering giant H II regions in spiral arms.
An added complexity is that unlike M51, M83 also has a galactic bar that may supply
circumnuclear gas via gravitational torques, but kinematically dissociate GMCs and massive
clusters. One question we aim to address with a larger bright H II region and EGHR sample
is whether a galactic bar interferes with shock-induced star formation in spiral arms, in which
case we would expect to find few, if any, EGHRs in barred spirals.
5.4 Future Work: Expanding the EGHR Sample
Comparisons between M51 and M83 outline several important characteristics of extragalactic
H II regions. It is clear that not all spiral galaxies can produce giant H II regions on the scale
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Table 5.1. Preliminary Sample of Galaxies with Available Data on the Hubble Legacy
Archives
Galaxy d (Mpc)a Bands Camera
NGC 4449 3.8 BVI+Hα ACS WFC
NGC 1313 4.0 UBVI+Hα ACS WFC+WFC3
M101 7.1 UBVI+Hα ACS WFC+WFC3
M106 7.4 UBVI+Hα ACS WFC3
NGC 4625 8.2 UBVI+Hα ACS WFPC2
NGC 628 9.0 UBVI+Hα ACS WFC+WFC3
NGC 1672 14.5 BVI+Hα ACS WFC
NGC 1300 17.4 BVI+Hα ACS WFC
aDistances referenced are averaged across the lit-
erature from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database
(http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/)
of 30 Doradus and NGC 604. SSCs are not dominant factors in all bright H II regions, but
they may be a key progenitor to most EGHRs. Adding galaxies, and therefore more EGHRs,
to the sample can further illuminate which kinematics in galaxies are most important for
EGHR formation (e.g bars, merger-induced SDWs, local cloud collisions) and whether or
not OB associations or massive clusters dominate the stellar progenitors of EGHRs. We
will be able to draw more substantiated conclusions about the formation and evolution of
EGHRs using a more generalized sample across galaxy types. The Hubble Legacy Archives
are perfectly suited to this task, and we have formulated a list (Table 5.1) of potential
galaxies sorted by their distance (< 20 Mpc) and data availability in Hα and UBV I.
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